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Bulldogs to Crown Queen, W F U L 1:-TritIvrea
Tackle Unbeaten Martin, R Asii o
AM and FM

Tomorrow night at 7:25 the
Fulton High Bulldogs will crown
their 1959 Football Queen. The
queen and her three attendants
will form the center of a pregame
parade, including
the
cheerleaders and local police and
fire departments.
Units of the parade will assemble at the Henry I. Seigel
plant on East Fourth Street at
6.30. then will proceed down
Lake Street to the Christian
Church, up Carr Street to Second
Street, and then up it to Memorial Stadium.
The queen will be crowned

in impressive pre-game ceremonies by the-co-captians of the
1959 Bulldogs, Tommy Allen and
Merrell Davis. She and her attendants will occupy places of
honor throughout the game.
The so-far-unbeaten Bulldogs
will be out to cap their Homecoming with a victory over the
vaunted Martin Panthers, also
unbeaten .(Fulton beat Martin
last year by two touchdowns.)
Principal J. M. Martin of Fulton High asserted, "We can _beat
them again if we stay mentally
alert." This is one game the
Bulldogs really want to win, and,
with two unbeaten teams at
each other's throats, it promises
to be a real battle.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thurs
day, September

JayceesTalent Contest Set For
September 22; Many Entries In

The Fulton Jaycees will present
their second annual Youth Talent
Show at the South Fulton gym on
Tuesday, September 22, at 7:30
p. m.
The local contest is one of 86
such talent competitions sponlored
by various civic organizations
throughout the Mid South in connection with the Memphis Mid
South Fair's Youth Talent Contest, sponsored by the Press-Scimitar, Radio Station WREC, and

17, 1959
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South Fulton Mass Meeting Affords
Explanation of WCMESPlans,Program.

WREC-TV.
The age limit for the Fulton
show is 10-20. Any type of talent is
eligible. The winner will receive
On Monday night a mass meeting
was held at the that already have KU poles and
an all-expense-paid trip to MemSouth Fulton City Hall for the
purpose of better ac- wires, and would also mean that a
phis to compete in the Fair's connumber of shade trees would probtest, which has produced much quainting the citizens of the city with the
power prob- ably have to be trimmed, topped;
outstanding talent in past years lem that faces
them, and on Tuesday the Weakley Coun- or cut down altogether. The citiand has often been the springty
Munic
ipal
Electr
ic System began to overbuild the dis- zens were assured that no tree
board to an entertainment career
would be harmed by any way unin television and other phases of tribution system of the well
-entrenched Kentucky Utili- less absolutely necessary to the inshow business.
ties Company, which lost its franch
ise in South Fulton to stallation of the distribution sysA number of talented young
-tern, and that whenever possible
—jottings
people have already entered; their the WCMES.
the poles would be located on or
specialties cover
from
wide and diIt is anticipated that Kentucky
Utilities may seek an near the property lines and be
versified range. Entries in the
vocal solo department include Sal- injunction to halt the overbuilding of its lines. The mat- placed so as to provide the minimum of inconvenience to the proply Williams, Nancy Trees, David ter would then be throw
n into court, the WCMES hav- erty owners.
Wiley, Jimmy Wilkerson,
sty ing to prove that
The change-over to the Weakley
it had a right in South Fulton. (It
Linda Whitnel, candidate of the the Curtis
Johnson, Patsy Brow n,
is County
Publishing Company.
System for individual
Sophomore Class of Fulton High
The Queen and her attendants Stokes. Joyce Owens and Weda confident that it can, since overbuilding is recognized as houses was
estimated to require
School, was announced yesterday will be the focal
Yates
will
perfor
m
a
vocal
duet; legal by the State of Tennessee,
point of a parade
only about 20-30 minutes. All Kenand
has
as the 1959 Homecoming Queen, through Fulton
been
Ann
uphel
Sample
d
by
s
and
Teresa Penningtomorrow evening.
tucky Utilities wiring and meters
the Supreme Court.)
her class having taken top honors Miss Whitnel
will be crowned by ton- will each sing to self-accompwill have to be replaced by the
In the school-wide magazine sub- Merrell
Mr.
Brooks
animen
Crocket
t
t, WCMES clarify the people of South Fulton
on the Ukelele and Nancy
Davis and Tommy Allen,
WCMES
, but the wiring into the
Superin
scription drive.
tendent
; Mr. Frank Dodd, on the questions present
Co-Captains of the Bulldogs, be- Bershears will accompany herself
ed.
house from the meters, of course,
Assistant Superintendent: and Mr.
The Sophomores, smallest class fore the
on
the
piano.
The
Teen
The
-Tone
fact
Trio,
was
homeco
brought out that is the property of the home owner
ming same with
I'm off on the emapaign trail In Fulton High School, were very Martin.
composed of Sodja and Patsy A. T. Brazzelton, TVA District the overbuilding would mean
set- and any work done on it will be up
again this week and as I start closely followed by the
f3abb, and Linda Rogers, will also Head, explained their concerns' ting up poles and runnin
Seniors,
g wires to him.
again speech-making and planning anxious to see their candida
positio
n
in
the
matter
add
their
and
vocal
tried
talepts
to
down
to the show.
te,
the opposite side of streets
Continued On Page Moe
I can truthfully say that I've Jean Burnette. crowned.
John Reed will Oity a piano solo
traveled this State of Kentucky in
The Freshmen Class came in
and Janice Davis will perform a
all tour lemma of the year. It was third, followed by
modern dance. Anther group act
the Junior
last December that I made my first Class. Their respect
will be the Ken-Tenn Trio, comive candidates
appearance with the campaign of were Ann Bowers
Fulton High's fighting Bulldogs posed of Billy Sensing
and Chan Cov, rhythm
Bert Combs for Governor at Cum- ington. A total of
about $1,800 was plucked the Sharon Eagles 28-7 guitar; Jimmy Clark, lead guitar;
berland Falls. I shall never forget made on the
last
Friday night at Memorial and Bill Griffith, drums.
drive, sponsored by
driving into Dupont Lodge last DeStadium to win their second game
Jane Edwards will play a piano
cember 13 when that usually garof the 1959 season. The Tied Devils solo and Sharry
e Johnson will perden spot of Kentucky was snowof South Fulton saw their hopes form
a tap dance. Another group
Sixteen questions pertiz.ent to the operat
bound. Mrs. J. Murray Blue of
for a winning streak dashed
ion of South Q. What will WCMES rates be?
by act will be The Devales, consistProvidence. Kentucky and I took
Greenfield 39-13.
What assurance do you have
Fulto
n electric distribution lines by the Weakl
ing of Lynda Lou Moss, Marie
ey Counwhat seemed hours to drive into
Jerry House rammed through Hardy
that these tastes will not be inand Sonja Babbs. John ty Municipal Electric Syste
the lodge area because the roads
m have been answered for
the first touchdown for the Bull- Cunnin
creased?
gham will play a trumpet
were slick as glass with a near
Tomorrow night Coach Ronnie dogs in the first quarter, with solo
and Terry Pulley will accom- The News by WCMES officials and are reprinted here- A. In spite of the fact that the cost
blizzard the day before.
Phillips' fighting Red Devils will Philip Andrews putting the ball pany
of labor and material has about
himself at the piano.
with as of general interest to all citizens:
be out to send the rival squad from over for the extra point. Bill
BurnGuest artists appearing as an
doubled since 1938, there have
December went into January Gleason High School down to de- ette, helped by Roy Morrow's ex- added attraction will
TAX EQUIVALENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1959
been no rate increases. Surbe
James
and January Into February and it feat. South Fulton lost to them pert blocking, gave Fulton its sec- Reed, pianist, winner of
charge (10%) on commercial aclast year's
Depreciated
ond Tr) of the first quarter,
seemed not long at all until we last year.
Joe contest, and the Glisson Sisters,
counts has been removed, and
According to Coach Phillips, the Bennett making the extra point. Carol
were enjoying the first early buds
Book Cost
Tax Rate
maximum amortization charge
and Faith, of Martin, formAmount of
The
Devils'
third
backfie
ld
quarter
is looking especiof dogwood around this beautiful
saw House and erly of Honolulu. Hawaii,
has been reduced from $1.00 to
of Plant
who
will
Tax
ally
Andrew
good.
s
pull
"It ought to be a pretty
a rei.-eat or their perform the Hawaii
State. In early March we skipped
3.50, and we stil show a reasonan dance.
City of Martin
$463,754.08
around from Madrid Bend to the close game," he cautiously pre- previous performances, with An$2.00
$ 9,275.08
Ticket prices for the show are
able net gain.
drews
making the team's last set at 50c
City of Dresden
Big Sandy and it was a moat re- dicted.
153,927.75
and 25e. The Jaycees
2.75
4,233.00 Q. Will WCMES make a charge for
South Fulton's starting lineup touchdown in the next quarter. urge
yealing view of capricious Mother
you to be sure to attend the City of Gleason
service calls?
62,637.45
2.75
Nature's handiwork to go from the will be John Schwardt, center; Substitute quarterback Ronnie show and applau
1,722.52
d your favorite City of Sharon
A. No - except in cases where the
balmy days of early Spring in John Hughes. end; Sam Miller, Winston gave the Bulldogs the youngsters in their
59.576.27
2.00
1,191.52
efforts.
customer's own equipment is
West Kentucky to the snow-cov- and; Mike Reed, fullback, Richard extra point, making the total stand
City of Greenfield
106.603.24
solely responsible for the call.
2.70
at
28-7.
man,
2,878.28
left
ered mountain tops in Prestonshalfback; Donald ParchQ. Will WCMES charge for turnCity of Bradford
After winning its opener
man, eft halfback; Aaron Hawks,
53,962.20
burg.
1.75
with
944.34
ing on or turning off service for
right halfback: Mike Jeffress Ridgely, the Red Devils went down
Sharon
Special
,
people moving?
One such occasion I shall never guard: Roland Fowler. guard; Jim- to defeat at the hands of GreenSchool Dist.
A. No.
59,576.27
.60
forget. It was April in Kentucky my lerive, tackle; and Billy Drau- field, which won in an epidesinie of
357.45
Q. Will WCMES pay taxes. if se.
long races that reached
Weakley County (5% of
and nearing the home stretch of ghn, tackle.
paydirt.
_
on what basis will theme taxes
South Fulton's Aaron Hawks
the campaign. Mabel Combs, Ann
Saturday, September 19, is the
reGross Revgnue)
899,763.34 (Gr. Rev) 5%
be determined?
talliated with a forty-yard run
44,988.
16
Wyatt and Geneva (Mrs. Murray)
in deadline for filing for the South Gibson
Annual Staff Selling
A. Yes - in cities served, WCMES
the second quarter and
County (5% of
Blue and I were on a back-breakJohn Fulton primary election scheduled
pays the prevailing rate on 100%
Hughes
Mums
scored
on a spectacular for October 20, when a candida
ing tour of every district in Kenfor Homecoming
Gross
Revenu
e)
....
54.355.
36 (Gr. Rev.) 5%
te
of the depreciated value of
2,717.76
forty-five-yard pass from Richar
tucky meeting with, visiting with
for
d
mayor
and
six
counci
The Annual Staff of Fulton Isbell.
lmen will Bradford Special School
plant. Refer to 1959 taxes.
The extra point gained by be selected for
and speech-making to ladies High
the genera election
School is selling mums for the Red Devils
Q. How much will the city have
everywhere We left Louisville one the
District
was the work of December 2.
53,962.
20
.40
homecoming game tomorrow back, Donald
215.85
to pay WCMES for street lightbright morning headed for our night.
Parchman.
Mayor Milton ounc has filed for
ing and water pumping?
first meeting in Prestonsburg and
re-election so far. Six men are in
A. See street lighting sheet.
Anyone wishing to purchase
Total Tax Equivalent for Calendar Year 1959
for traveling all of us were dressed
the race for the seats on the City
$74,234.29 Q. Will
one
can
houses have to be recall
the
High
In light blouses and skirts for comSchool,
Council—D. D. (Bobby) Matthews
wired - or new entrance installfort. It seemed like no time at all 697, or Co-Editor Jean Burnette,
and Ed Neely for re-election, and
ed to meet WCMES requireout of Louisville that we en- 1543-J, after 3:00.
B. B. (Bill) Jones, Billy Wright,
Ward Burnette, son of Mr.
countered
the
heaviest rain
0. L. Bushart, and M. M. Matlock.
A.InH
and Mrs. "Dub" Burnette
ee
ou
tsss will not have to be restorm I ever saw that blinded us
of
Cayce School Underway Fairview
wired; however, new entrances
Avenue. recently showfor travelling. We stopped along
A
jazz
concert, featuring Stan artists ever to appear
The Cayce grade school is in ed the first-place Jersey Cow
may be required to meet WCMthe highway until the rain subin West
Kenton, The Four Freshmen, and Kentucky.
ES standards. Consumer will
sided. consuming some of the It's third week of school with 234 in her class at the Kentucky
June Christy has been scheduled
own entrance.
State Fair 4-H Show. The cow
Tickets for the two-hour conprecious time we had alleted to students enrolled.
for the Murray State College cert are $1.75 in
Teachers for this year are as fol- is a two-year-old belonging
make the meeting on time.
advance and $2 Q. Will they maintain an offiee ha
to
The Kentucky Unemployment Auditorium, Sept. 28 at 8 p. m.
lows: Miss Wilma Shuff, Miss Joe David Smith of Fulton
South Fulton for paying bills,
at the door. Persons wanting adThe Murray State Student vance tickets should
Service announced today that it
making applications for service
After the rains we travelled on Christine Jones, Mrs. Gertrude County.
send a selfand conducting other business?
Ward is a freshman at the hag discontinued its "itinerant Council is sponsoring the concert, addressed stamped envelope and
again and soon we all noticed Veatch, Mrs. Martha Roper, Mrs.
which
will bring together prob- $1.75 to the Murray
that the clothing we were wearing Margaret Shuck, Mrs. Letha Mae University of Kentucky where point" in Fulton for the time beState College A. Yes - We hope that we may be
able to use services of City Hall.
seemed mighty scant indeed. And Luten, Mrs. Margaret Wade, Miss he is studying agriculture and ing, and that all claimants are ask- ably the greatest group of jazz Student Council, College Station,
ed to report to the Mayfield ofThey will have adequate comin just a few miles it was not only Sue Shull, and Mr. Joe Ross, Prin- dairying,
Murray, Kentucky.
fice on Wednesday, September
munication with our Martin ofscant, it was down-right useless cipal.
FULOHAM STORE BURNS
30th for instructions.
fice.
for before we could see snow flurLinda
Collier Has Top Q,Will they maintai
The A.&W. Grocery at the
On September 30th, the Service
ries and pretty soon we were
n a service de4-H Jersey at Fair
announces, claimants from this junction of Highways 307 and
stopped again to let the skies
partment or crew is South Ful58
in Fulgham was badly damarea will be assigned a day in
empty their heavy-laden snow
ton?
Linda Collier, daughter of Mr.
clouds. You cannot imagine what
A series of weight control classes which to report regularly to the aged by a fire of unknown ori- and Mrs. Hillman Collier, West A. Yes.
gin about 3:00 Tuesday morn- State Line Road,
we inconvenienced trying to get
will begin on Friday, September Mayfield office.
had the champion Q. Will WCMES maintain a full
Discontinuance of the Fulton ing. The Fulton Fire Depart- Jersey cow in the 4-H Divisio
into our luggage for heavier
time serviceman who will live in
25, at 1:30 p. m. at the Fulton
n at
- itinerant paint
Numerous awards have been Fulton County
clothes in a station wagon, packed
was attributed to ment was called, but the blaze, the Kentucky State Fair in LouisSouth Fulton and be subject to
Health
Depart
ment. a "shorta
thanks to neighbors, was under ville Saturday. She
ge of funds."
to the rafters, with enough cloth- won by Obion Countians at the These classes are free and
call on a 24 hour basis?
is a sixth
a servicontrol when the truck arrived. grader at South Fulton.
ing for five women (Mary Nelle District 4-H Club fair in Jackson, ce of the health depart
A. Yes.
ment
Tennes
see during the past week.
was with us) for a nine-day-non-"
Q. Will WCMES have a substation
There will be a meeting once a
Plant Manager Discusses,
150 animals were entered in the week for the
stop-tour of Kentucky.
In South Fulton or will they
next six weeks,
competition in three breeds, with
Exhibits Microwaves
feed from their existing faciliIt is hoped that the support of
Gene Gillian, Southern Bell
The stopping for the weather ()Won Countians showing only two group participation will
ties?
be an aid
took its toll of our time schedule. of the breeds — Jersey and Guern- to maintain proper
A. WCMES will have a sub-station
dieting limits Plant Manager at Mayfield, pnaand nearly two hours late, it was sey.
and serve as a source of encour vided Fulton Rotarians an haterin South Fulton. It will be newIn the Jersey division, Nancy agement. This is
necessary for all of us to dress in
ly constructed.
part of an effort eating program Tuesday, denionThis
week
News
The
was
proto
the
Daniels
sewer system. In most cases Q. What will
of Union City showed the to reduce the
the car, one at a time, to save just
strating and discussing system miWCMES' collection
morbidity of
vided with the results of an in- the sewer system is available.
a little more time. You should try first-place winner Junior champ- ty and to educate against obesi- crowave circuits.
Policy be? What penalty will
dieting
spectio
South
Fulton
of
n
premises
2.
Six-hu
ndred
that maneuver when you're travel- ion, senior yearling class; Paul faddism and health
and
sixty
Gillian
places
,
pointin
g out that the
they charge for late payments?
and economic
Bruce, South Fulton, placed sixth waste.
hog sometime. It wasn't easy.
Bell Laboratories are the largest by the Obion County Health De- with improper garbage containers. A. Consumers are allowed ten
days
with a senior yearling heifer and
of their kind in the world, dis- partment and the State Board of Regulations prescribe a regulation
in which to make payment, after
Health.
garbage
can
And so as the campaign neared fifth with a junior calf; Carnece
with
top, available
cussed many of the technical disLIGHTNING HITS PLANT
which time 10% penalty will be
A total of 904 premises were in- at most any hardware or grocery
Its end, we switched from station Johnson, Hornbeak won second
Lightning knocked out an indoor coveries now in general use that
added for late payment. The
spected
includi
,
homes.
ng
public
store.
wagons to air-conditioned cars, be- with senior heifer calf; David sub-station at the
Can should be not less than
delinquent notices are mailed
Ferry Morse first were discovered by Bell tech- places and vacant lots. Officials
20 nor more than 30-gallon size
cause the sun surely shines bright Fowler, Woodland Mills, 7th in Plant last Wednes
three to five days after discount
day, during a nicians.
that
News
The
a permanent for easy handling by garbage colon these long Kentucky roads. And Senior Heifer calf; Linda Collier, severe eleetrical
Visitors included Rotarians Al told
date, allowing consumer five
storm, causing the
record has been made by the lector. Garbage should be
so here it is nearly Autumn. And South Fulton, red group of Junior suspension of
wrapmore days to pay bill before
business until tem- Williams a n d Gene Burdick, Health Depart
ment
of
all
places
again Mabel Combs; Ann Wyatt, yearling heifers and the County porary lines could
ped
in
several
layers
of newspaper
service is discontinued for nobe strung net Union City.
inspected, and this report filed at or old sacks; cans may
Geneva Blue, Lucile Kirksey, group second place with Guernseys day.
also conpayment.
Union City. Violations were classi- tain other refuse such as empty
Mary Elizabeth Baker and others and 4th with Jerseys.
tin Q. What kind of record does WCMajor Newton, Hickman, fied in eight different categories, cans and bottles. All
will take to the highways again
The Guernsey division winners
violators will
IMPORTANT MEETING
MES have for service. Interrupcases
most
and
there
is
telling the story of Democratic were all from South Fulton. They
are en- be re-checked soon and if they
Attending USAF Course
The American Legion Post in
tions and etc?
forceabe under Tennessee law.
progress on these Kentucky pla- include Anna Hardy, Junior Fulton announ
have not complied, will be re- A.Above average
ces an "important
. We are in
Major Joseph H. Newton of
The report concluded with the quired to buy cans.
teaus. I shall certainly miss the champ bred by exhibitor, first in meeting" for
tonight (Thursday) Hickman, active Reservist in
business for service only and
the warning that the State and County
almost care-free summer I have Guernsey and 4th in all breeds; at the Post buildin
3.
Ninety
places with rats presg. The meeting United States Air Force, is among
not to make a profit.
Health Departments will begin this ent. At all places were observe
enjoyed with no real pressing en- first in Senior Calf competition will began at 7:00
d Q. What regulatory body will have
p. m. and plans 250 officers from across the nation
spendin
week
two
deavors on my agenda.
days
g
weekly
in large piles of rubbish on the
and second with senior yearling; will be made for the 1960
jurisdiction over WCMES?
mem- attending a Liason officers' train- South Fulton
until all unsanitary premises and floors of outbuildings
Gene Hardy, red group of senior bership drive.
A. Weakley County Board of Utiliing
course
at
the
USAF
Academ
conditi
y
ons on the report have been on the ground; some had
But the job that I began last De- calves; first in 2-year-olds and 4th
large
ties. Board members appointed
in Colorado Springs.
corrected. Inspectors requested piles of rocks. Owner will
cember must be finished in No- bred by exhibitor; Brent Burrow,
MEET FRIDAY
be reby County Judge and approved
Primar
mission
y
of
the course is prompt cooperation, pointing out quired to eradicate.
vember and I'm glad that this red group senior calves; Johnny
The Palestine Homemakers will to provide informa
by County Quarterly Court.
tion and counsel that "the health of the people. is - 4. 230 places
campaign tour will take about Burrow, Third in Junior Calf and meet
containing-eld rani, Q. Will the eleeted city offielab
at 1:30 p. m. Friday at the for young men who
are interested everybody's business."
seven weeks instead of seven first in senior yearling; and Terry Palesti
tires, etc containing water and
ne Club House. All mem- in making application
have anything to say about des
for nominamonths. Miss me a litte won't Patterson, red group of junior bers
Following is a summary by ing used as mosquito-bree beare urged to be present, and tion to the Academ
ding
operation of WC1113181
y.
classifi
The
you?
cations
conferof discrepancies:
yearlings.
sites. Only nine days is easpiired A. City officials will
visitors are welcome.
Mire as much
ence lasts three days.
1. Thirteen places not connected
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Linda Whitnel, Sophomore Entry
Announced Homecoming Queen

Jo's

Note Bookl

Dogs Pluck Eagles;
Devils Go Down

WCMES Answers16 Big Questions
On South Fulton Electric Lines

Red Devils to
Meet Gleason

Candidates File
For Primary

Barnette Shows Top
Jersey at Fair

Employment Office
Here Discontinued

Obion Countians
Take 4-H Awards

Kenton, Four Freshmen, June Christy Will Be
Featured at MSC Jazz Concert September 28th

Six Weight-Control
Classes Announced

Health Dept. Inspects 904 South
Fulton Premises; Violators Cited

All Eyes Will Be Focus ed on South Fulton
The eyes of a lot of people are on
South Fulton and the Weakley County Municipal Electric System this
week as the latter begins construction
of parallel lines to the existing Kentucky Utilities electric distribution
system lines in South Fulton — but
no eyes are focused more intently
than those of the Fulton Electric
Plant Board, which, legislation permitting, may be obliged to eventually
do the same thing on the Kentucky
side.
As we have commented earlier, it
all seems to boil down to a simple
question: Do the citizens of a community have a right to decide from

home of Paul Brundige and attended the singing at Beach
Springs Sunday night. They were
called back many times for request numbers.
At The hell Call was • favorite,
and Jaceb's Coat which features
Patsy Whitlock, tenor, was received with great applause.
The quartet was organized in HIM at Baltimore Baptist Church,
Hickman County, Kentucky. At
that time, the members ranged in
age from 7 to 11 years. With the
years they have gained in popularity for singing Gospel Songs.
Now their talest is being recognized in the singing world.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

whom they will buy their power, or
don't they? Can a big utility force its
continuation on an unwilling public,
or can't it?
Tennessee law gives South Fulton
the right to overbuild lines parallel to
KU,as a means of concluding a series
of negotiations in which a satisfactory
price could not be agreed upon. If the
Everett Act, passed by the 1958 Kentucky Legislature, is repealed next
year, Kentuckians will have available
the same procedure as Tennessee and
for this reason Fulton and most other
Kentucky communities seeking their
own electric distribution systems will
undoubtably follow the South Fulton
situation pretty closely.

This Friday they will leave for
Detroit, Michigan, where Loyd Orrell has booked a concert for them
Saturday night, September 19th.
He has sponsored many outstanding quartets, including Blackwood
Brothers, Sunshine Boys, Wally
Fowler, Chuck Wagos, and other
groups in the same auditorium.
The Harmonettes will also sing in
a Baptist church on Sunday.
The personnel of the quartet
consists of Helen Willis, soprano,
age 14; Lola Willis, alto, age 15;
Nancy Jones, contralto, age 16;
Patsy Whitlock, tenor, age 13; and

Federal Government vs. People's Right to Know
A four year study of the legal basis
for the people's right to know shows
it is becoming more and more difficult
for the nation's newspapers to fulfill
their basic function in a democratic
society and tell the people in the
cities, towns and villages what is going on in their Federal Government.
Growing restrictions are imposed
on the flow of facts by huge government agencies which claim the legal
power to decide how much information newspapers can print about the
expenditure of billions of tax dollars.
The most recent example of government by whim rather than government by law is the refusal to honor
the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 which established the General Accounting Office under the Comptroller General. This law makes the Comptroller General independent of the
spending agencies of the Federal
Government so he could audit the expenditure of tax dollars for Congress
and for the American public. The law
also states the Comptroller General
shall "have access to and the right to
examine any books, document s,
papers, or records of any department
or establishment."
In 1925 the government's top legal
experts decided'the law means just
what it said—that the Comptroller
:General could audit all of the government's books. But just last year the
Defense Department decided to
change the law. Without any reliance
on statutory authority and without
any legal opinion or court case to support the position, the Department issued a regulation hiding many types
of reports from the auditor's eyes.
In June, 1958 the regulation was
used to cover up a report on the Air
Force management of the billion dollar ballistic missile program. When
hearings were held by Congressman
John E. Moss of California, chairman
of the House Government Informa-

tion Subcommittee, the Air Force did
not base the refusal of the report on
military security or even on the claim
of "confidential sources." The claimed
authority for secrecy was a new doctrine called "Executive Privilege,"
based upon the "Constitutional power
of the President."
In November, 1958 the Navy refused to let the Comptroller General
see a report on the Military Sea
Transportation Service. In new hearings called by Congressman Moss,
the House Government Information
Sub-committee received the same responses it had heard earlier from the
Air Force. The claim of "Executive
Privilege" was held up to violate a
clear law granting the Comptroller
General access to all the government's records.
These are but two examples of the
repeated use of a claim of "Executive
Privilege" by bureaucrats far down
the line from the President who want
to cover up their handling of the people's money. The claim has been used
to hide reports on the expenditure of
foreign aid funds; it has even been
used to cloak scandals in high government offices.
Many of the nation's leading lawyers agree that "Executive Privilege"
cannot legally be used as an excuse
to hide information from the people
and from their elected representatives
in Congress. But there are great legal
difficulties to be overcome before the
matter can be settled in the courts.
The strong force of public opinion,
marshalled through the nation's free
press, may be the only method to require secrecy-minded bureaucrats to
recognize the laws guaranteeing the
right of the people and the Congress
to know.
(— John J. Mitchell, Chief Counsel,
Government Information Subcommittee, House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.)

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

The Wide, Wide World
By Wilfred G. Hurley, C. S. P..
Perhaps this evening you will go for
a walk in the mellow dusk of Autumn.
It is that thoughtful time of the year
when the sky seems so very near. In
the vast canopy over your head, the
stars seem to crowd each other for
space. Little twinkling points of light.
LITTLE points of light? The diameter of the earth is not quite eight
thousand miles. The star named "Archulls" has a diameter of about twenty
million miles!
Then again, there is Mira. Scien'TM FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WES'I'PHELING
Editors and Publishers
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in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
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fists give us indisputable proof that
this star is thirty thousand billion, or
in figures - 30,000,000,000 - times as
great in volumne as the earth.
IT SEEMS incredible. You can
scarcely imagine it. It crushes your
comprehension when you are told
there are millions of such stars.
Standing there in the starlit dusk, you
can only ask yourself, "Where has all
this come from?"
All that science can tell you is this:
the universe is a black, yawning immensity, pierced here and there by
suns which are mere pin-points of
light in this vast, cold chasm of night.
Only by doing violence to your reason and common sense could you
claim this wonderful system of worlds
made itself. Nothing ever makes itself. There is only one possible explanation. It must have been created!
By their scientific research, many
modern scholars are led spontaneously to this conclusion.
THE VAST SUNS of the universe,
as they wheel with the speed of light
along their gigantienorbits; the limitless chasm of black light in which we

"lies quite anxious to see you, sari"

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock—
September 15, 1939
K. P. Dalton, Chief of Police, received a broken finger Saturday
in an attempt to arrest a drunk on
the East Fourth Street bridge. The
drunk fell over backward into the
creek and was uninjured, but Mr.
Dalton's finger was caught in the
man's shirt collar and was broken.
Coach W. L. Cravens reported
the following students out for football practice at South Fulton; Dayton Sanders, Bruce Buchanan, Tom
Edwards, Royce Lee Dyer, Harold
Wells, Wendell Coffman, Robert
Vancil, Millard Luther, Bud Parham, Bill Parham, • Jerry Jones,
Harlan Hogg, Brooks Oliver, Leon
Faulkner, Jewell Greer, Harold
Frankum, L. D. Faulkner, Conner
Roark, and Guy Brooks.
The number of employees at the
Henry I. Seigel plant has risen to
300 since it moved here nearly
three yars ago. The factory's management personnel includes Leo
Greengrass, Maurice Ferrell, Mrs.
Jessie McIntyre, Miss Irene Beaver, Miss Martha Maupin, Mrs. Eula
Younger, Mrs. Luna Bowlin, Mrs.
Mattie Jones, Bessie Arnold, Virginia Weatherspoon, Wilmoth Goa-

Kentucky
By

som, and Janet Pentecost.
Classes started Monday at South
Fulton School. Class presidents
elected were: Seventh Grade,
Charles Rushton; Eighth Grade,
Jackie Matthews; Nineth Grade,
Billy Copeland; Tenth Grade, Guy
Brooks; Eleventh Grade, James
McKinney; and Twelth Grade,
Bill Owens.
Miss Alberteen Harrison and Mr.
Roy Wade Carver were married
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Mann announce the birth of a son, born
Saturday night at their home in
Highlands.
Scoutmaster William Henry took
a group of scouts to the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis. The group included James Shanklin, Junior
Cowell, Fred Collier. Billy
Scruggs, Buddy Steele, Bobbie
Dalton, Tolbert Dallas, J. C. Lawson. Jack Wellons, Sonny Puckett,
Joe Stevens, Wallace McCollum,
Stanley Parham, Jack McKenna,
"Speedy" Crawford, Virgil King,
Donald Morris, Harold Williamson, Scott Lyons, and William
Henry Edwards.

Windage 04.
P. W.

This fine touch of early autumn
weather — so suddenly on the
heels of a torrid late summer —
has put new vigor into just about
everybody and everything around
Fulton. Haven't heard so many
rumors since last Spring —
The grapevine has it that Highlands is getting a new restaurant
before long; that the same area
may be getting another tourist
court pretty soon; that the manager of a downtown chain store is
transfering to his home town and
will leave as soon as a successor is
named. John Napier, doing well
with his Launderette business, has
ordered another battery of machines to accommodate more customers; Commercial Avenue, already sporting one music store,
has added another this week.
It also seems to be a pretty wellestablished fact that East State
Line is out of luck as far as getting that promised rebuilding job
in the city limits of Fulton (wish
we'd saved that half-page ad on
the subject) although Commercial
Avenue (formerly Church Street)
may yet be widened if a remaining
property owner or two will give
consent.
It seems that perhaps some of
the State equipment that might
have been used on the State Line
job was diverted to a well-known
farm about 10 miles north of Fulton recently, and has been doing a
right good grading and clean-up
job on the side . . . .
It was announced recently that
the Lions Club will again have a
minstrel this yealr;after a year or
two layoff. Hope the jokes get
cleaned up to the point that one
can take along the children without being ashamed to explain a few they didn't understand.
After all, fellows, the best laughs
come from the clean ones. They
don't have to be lily-white, but
there is a borderline of good taste.
Although it seems to be a hard
job getting it started, this cha,ngeover of street names in Fulton
needs to be accepted and adopted
by the public, and, for one, we're
going to begin calling Church
Street "Commercial Avenue" when
we run ads for the firms on it. So
from now on, when you see "Commercial Avenue" on the bottom of

kis&

"Thanks"
R. L. McNatt„ ,
Dukedom, U. S. A..
36.e IN URBAN ARIAS
When Kentucky's constitution
was written, one out of five Kentuckian* lived in urban areas. According to the 1950 census, 36.8
percent of the state's population
resided in urban areas.
UNBURIED LATER BY BOOS
A visitor upon the scene following the Battle of Perryville said
he saw the dead in enormous numbers lying in pens, from eight to 19
in each. The unburied were eaten
by hogs, only whitened bones being left to show the remains of
human beings.

DON'T LET
COST OF WIRING
KEEP YOU
FROM ENJOYING
Eeeeetee LIVING
Install a Modern
ELECTRIC RANGE
OR DRYER
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THANKS, MR. EDITOR:

For telling all the folks last
week that the Harmonett Quartet
of Mayfield would attend the
homecoming at ITethel Baptist
Church near Greenfield. It is a
large new church building with
full basement, and the basement
was full of good food, but you had
to make a choice — eat in a hurry,
or stand for the afternoon session.
The Harmonettes went to the
••••••••-
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One Indication of bow steel strike
has slowed down some operations
comes from Illinois Central Railroad's report of its August gross
revenue dipping to $21.8 millions
from $22.6 millions same month
last year. Net income for August
declined to $1.3 million from $2
million. However, I-C's 8-month
gross held at $178.1 million, up
from $170.6 millions same period
year prior. Net profits for period
were up to $8.4 millions from $8.2
millions ....

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Saab
Items meet be signed but
name will be °remitted from
publication if requested.
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ads for Andrews Jewelry Store,
Exchange Furniture Company.
Fulton Paint and Glass Company
or any of the other firms in that
block, please remember: they
haven't moved; the street has been
moved to them!

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

1

Jr

Alitt

It's almost time for the grassfire season to stars in Fulton. and
with it will come the high payroll
for firemen that the City Council
complained of during the summer.
Why don't you cut your high
weeds and grass now, and rake it
up to cut down the fall fire hazard? Then if you want to burn it
off later, you will have a fire you
can control — unless you decide to
wait for the day that has high
winds — as some unthinking people always do.

Patricia Sanders, accompanist age
13. They have pledged to return to
Weakley County on October 3rd.
Mark your calendar now for the
Weakley County Singing Convention at Gleason, Saturday night,
October 3rd, and all day Sunday,
October 4. AU the singers of the
County have resolved to make this
the greatest sing feast in the history of the County.

For each 240-volt electric

range or dryer

Installed in the home of a KU customer

between September 1 and December 16,
1959, the Company will pay the customer
$35 if he changes from 2-wire to 3-wire 100-

ampere service, or $15 if he installs a mew
range or dryer circuit.
See Your Dealer or KU Manager
For Complete Details

KENTUCKY UTIUTIES COMPANY
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Labe Blackard
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Fulton High School News

Mrs. Lizzie Roberts, 83, died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Bonnie House, in Detroit early
Friday afternoon, after a long illness. She was one of the oldest
members of the Dukedom Methodist Church.
She is survived by five tons,
William and Gilbert of Dukedom,
Arvel and Noble of Detroit and
Francis of Corpus Christi, Texas.
Three daughters, Mrs. Bonnie
House of Detroit, Mrs. Kenneth
Speakman of Sturgis, S. D., and
Mrs. J. T. Jackson of Mayfield.
Several grandchildren and great
grandchildren. One sister, Mrs.
Captie Mornany of Jonesboro, Ark.

Lube B. Blackard of Latham,
Tennessee, died at his home at
11:30 a. in. Saturday after a
By Judos Davis
newspaper, will have its first aplong illness. He was born in
pearance this year on October 6.
Emmett Reese, 60, prominent
In the wOrds of Mr. Mansfield
Weakley County, Tennesse e,
The paper is being headed by last
farmer of the Pierce community,
Martin,
principal,
"It's mighty years
September 22, 1875. He was the
Barkley 'Lake, a dream of Keneditor, Wayne Anderson, a
died suddenly Wednesday night,
son of William Harvey and Mary good to start off with a win" — senior. He has
been a member of tuckians for several years, is about
September 9, 1959 at his home. He
this is the distinctive beginning of
Biggers Blackard.
the staff for the past three years to become a reality.
apparently died in his sleep.
Fulton's school year. The victory,
and has written for various local
Besides his wife Mrs. Belle of course, was the Fulton
The 7,935 foot-long dam on the
-Russellpapers.
He was born November 24, 18Blackard he leaves his sons ville game last Friday
Cumberland River that will imnight
in
• • •
99 at Pierce Station, in Obion
pound the lake should be comCarlos
and
Etheridge
(Fat) which the Bulldogs upset the PanTODAY'S QUIP: The early peted in 1965. This, with Kentucky
County, Tennessee. the son of the
Blackard of Detroit, one daugh- thers 20-12.
worm gets the bird.
late Jack asd Margaret-Ways
Lake and Lake Cumberland, will
• • •
ter Ulysses -Dortch of Latham,
Reese.
give the state three of the 11 longfour
grandchildren, and
one
The occupation and the starting
He has been engaged in farming
est artificial lakes in the world.
great-grandchild.
point is the same — THE GR-Rall of his life and was a member
He was a member of the Bible ROW, Fulton's annual, is in its
A two-mile canal will connect
of the Johnson Grove Baptist
Union Church of Christ where beginning stage. Jean Burnette, coBarkley and Kentucky Lakes. The
Church. He was married to Miss
the funeral service was held at editor of the yearbook says this
dams of the two lakes will be four
Rivie Kaler, who survives.
Federal surplus food with a total
Funeral services were held at 2:30 p. m. Sunday with Bro- year the book WILL be different
miles apart.
Other survivors include two 2:30 p. m. Monday at the Duke- ther Garvin Brundige officiat- than past years.
wholesale value of more than 11%
The _cane/ will decrease shipping
children, Robert Reese of Fulton dom Methodist Church with the ing. Burial was at Oak Grove
"For one thing," Jean explains, million dollars was distributed by distances between the
Cumberand Mrs. Annie Dell Clark of Car- Rev. Norman Crittendon officiat- Cemetery with Jackson Bro- "the principal, superintendent, and the State last fiscal year, accordmichael, Calif.. a brother, J. C. ing. Burial was in Pinegar ceme- thers Funeral Home of Duke- staff advisor have suggested that ing to Thomas A. Lewis, director land and Tennessee Rivers by 87
miles. It will also enable power
Reese, Route 2. Fulton; two sisters, tery, with Jackson Bros. Funeral dom in charge of arrangements. the annual not be distrubted until of the Division of Commodity Dismakers to borrow water from one
Mrs. Allie Ross, Martin, Route S. Home in charge of arrangements.
tribution
after school has let out for the
reservoir when water is low in the
Mrs. Florence Crocker of GreenThe division, a part of the Ken- other.
year. This procedure will be folfield, and five grandchildren.
lowed."
tucky Department of Agriculture,
Barkley Lake is by far the
The ads, will be sold beginning distributes the food from the U. S. largest and most costly project
Funeral services were held at 2
Agriculture
Department, to school ever undertaken on the CumberJ. M. (Dan) Gore, retired October 15.
p. m. Saturday at Johnson Grove
Funeral services for W. A.
• • •
lunch programs, institutions, child land River and will cost upwards
Baptist Church with Rev. Robert (Bill) Freeman, 56, former Ful- farmer of the Crutchfield comHousewives and businessmen care centers, summer camps and to of $180,000,000. Wolf Creek Dam,
munity, died at 9 a. m. Friday at
Moore of Mayfield, and Rev. War- ton resident, were
held Sunday the Fulton Hospital following a beware! The annual school mag- fiscal courts for use by the needy. impounding Lake Cumberland,
ren Jones, pastor, officiating. Buri- September
6, 1959 at 3 p. m. short illness. He was 87, and was azine drive is on —or has
Lewis said
1,437 Kentucky
yone
al by Hornbeak Funeral Horne was
at the First Baptist Church here, born in Hickman County, March noticed already? The outcome of schools in the National School
In the church cemetery.
with the Rev. John D. Laida, 29, 1872.
the selling contest is to elect the Lunch Program serving 345,175
pastor and Rev. Howard HayHe leaves one daughter, Mrs. Joe Homecoming Queen for next Fri- children received food valued at
worth of Sharon, officiating.
$1,579,806. Other schools, numberFrame of St. Louis, two grand- day.
Burial was in the (Aeon County
The magazines will be sold ing 1,548 and serving 375,089 chilchildren and five great grandMemorial Gardens, with Sharon
children. His wife prerecied him in through Wednesday by all high dren received food valued at $1,Funeral services for Mrs. Sue
Funeral Home in charge of ar829,671, Lewis added.
school students.
death.
Ella Wylie, 85, who died at 11:40
• • •
ra ngements.
He said 86 county fiscal eburts
He was a member of Roberts
a- in. Thursday, September 10, at
Fulton's homecoming is Friday, serving between 262,175 and 318,Mr. Freeman. who was a bar- Lodge No. 172 F & AM.
the home of her son, James Wylie,
September 18 against Martin. At 110 needy persons received $7,542,1015 West Broadway. were held at ber, lived in Fulton for several
Funeral servises were held Sun- that time the queen will be crown- 253 worth of food. °Orr recipients
2:30 p. m. Saturday at the Mace- years and was a native of
donia Church of Christ with Elvis Weakley County. He had made day at 2:30 p. in. at Mt. Vernon ed. The queen chosen will be the and amounts:
Institutions, $595,490; child care
Hufford officiating. Burial was in his home in TUnt, belch. for Methodist Churuh, with the pas- one whose class sells the most
tor, Rev. John Weir, officiating. magazine subscriptions. The candi- centers, $2,368; summer camps,
about 26 years.
Macedonia cemetery.
He died suddenly September Burial by Hopkins, Hoplans and dates were chosen by the football $20,676.
She leaves her husband, James
The distribution program is
A. Wylie; three sons, Welton and 2, of a heart attack while at Brown of Clinton was in Rock team. They are: Ann Bowers,
Springs cemetery. There were freshman; Linda Whitnel, sopho- designed to help farm prices by
James Wylie, both of Mayfield; work in Flint, Mich.
more; Chan Covington, junior; and freeing markets of burdensome
Masonic graveside rites.
Vernon Wylie of Paducah and a
surplus foods.
Jean Burnette, senior.
Survivors include his wife,
daughter. Mrs. Louis Cash of May• • •
field. Route 4, three sisters, Mrs. Mildred; stepdaughter, Mrs. WilLast week many Fulton We have complete Mocks
Bertie Mattison. Mrs. Mettle liam Long of Fulton, Ky. Two
High students attended an assembHamilton. both of Paducah, and step-grandchildren, parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Freeman of
Elijah Crass, World War I Vet- ly sponsored by the Southern
Mrs. Levin Brown of Louisville.
Sharon, Tenn. Two brothers eran, former resident of Water School Assemblies. The students
41111111Millr
Charles of Colorado City, Texas; Valley, died at 7 p. in. Sunday were charged fifteen cents to see
for HOME and FARM
Davis of Tell City, Ind. Two night at the Kennedy General C. Thomas Magrum, Master of
Accurst.
Magic. This was one of many assisters Mrs. Robert L. Gardner Hospital in Memphis.
Machines
semblies given throughout the
WORKMANSHIP
of Sharon, Tenn. and
Mrs.
Mr. Crass was a brother of Mrs.
BENNETT
Clyde Strawbridge of -Lubbock, One Croch ran Seim and Hershel year.
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Pallbearers were. Jack Lowe,
Mow at All KM& *aftErnest Lowe, Carnam Freeman,
Funeral services were held at
maaty $apsirad at Law Out Jr., Leland Adams, Nelson
Triple 2:30 p. in. Tuesday at Jackson
b1P—
Pete Green.
Bros. Funeral Home in Dukedom,
with the Rev. L. E. Moore, pastor
ANDREWS
of Bayou de Chein Presbyterian
Jawehy Company
Church, officating. Burial was in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Clarence Walter Francis. 74,
resident of Fulton for the past
year and a half. died Friday morning at 5:30 a. in at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. William S.
Stokes, Court Drive. following a
long illness.
He was born December 16, 1884
in Springfield. Illinois, the son of
the late Victor and Rose DeFrates
Francis. For many years he was
associated with Ray's Brand Products Company in Springfield..
Mr. and Mrs. Francis moved to
Fulton about 18 months ago, and
have been making their home
few months. He was a member
with their daughter for the past
of the Third Presbyterian church
of Springfield.
Days
lie leaves his wife, Mrs. Beulah
M. Francis; a daughter, Mrs. Wilsurf alt
alrass
liam B. Stokes of Fulton; two
11
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grandchildren, Linda and David
cousin,
Stokes; a
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W. A. Freeman

Barkley Lake One
Of World's Largest

State Distributes
Millions In Food

Dan Gore

cost $85,000,000 arid Kentucky
Dam cost $115,000,000.
Barkley Lake, compared in
length with the top 11 artificial
lakes in the world, will rank 10th,
running 118 miles. Kentucky Lake,
ranking fifth, is 184 miles long fnd
Lake Cumberland, ranidng 11th, is
101 miles long.
Barkley will be the largest
reservoir in Kentucky, with long
deep fingers of water reaching far
into the hills on its east side.
Three other large lakes are also
planned in Kentucky.
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Imagine a truck ride so smooth and cushioned that fragile loads
can travel the wory4
,
7wagthboard" roads with ease. Imagine a truck ride that virtually eliminates
shimmy and wheerfight,
cuts side sway on curves, makes steering far steadier and
easier, keeps drivers far fresher.
Imagine a truck ride that permits higher safe cruising speeds, more
trips per day with all kinds
of cargo over every type of road surface. Imagine a ride that
keeps up to 78t% of all objectionable road shock and vibration from ever reaching the driver and
cargo, a design that sharply
reduces twisting and fatigue forces on chassis, cabs and bodies,
that keeps trucks young for
extra thousands of miles./ Soon you won't have to just imagine
such a ride. You can try it for
yourself in the trucks that do the next best thing to paving every road
in America—new Chevrolet
trucks for 1960. You'll see what happens when Chevy's truck
engineers design a whole new line of
trucks around a whole new kind of torsion-spring suspension. These
trucks are new from the ride
on up—with wonderfully roomier cabs, brawnier frames, style
that's fresh as sixty
and more! Don't decide on any new truck.till you see the newest of
all.

a-CP

See them soon at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK INC.
224 4th STREET
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Diary of Doin's
(hems gathered along Fulion's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
__ There's something disquieting about the quiet that
fills most homes these days. Most of our "marrying contingent" has done so, and the wedding presents have
been safely put away. The vacationing visitors and relatives have ended their "two weeks with pay" and gone
back home. And by the time this writing hits the ink,
there'll be hardly a college student around the premises.
Reminds me of an old farm saying that says:: Ain't
nobody left but us chickens."
Typical at the saying is the
Charles Robert Bennett family.
Saw Katherine and Charles
Robert Sunday afternoon with
Marian, all three of them in the
front seat so they could get that
last bit of hominess before Marian
left for Mississippi State College
for Women on Monday. Just to
make Katherine feel surrounded
by others we asked about the rest
of the family. Said she "There's

nobody left at home not but the
little one." Of course there's
Charles Robert too, but nothing
much matters, for a while at least
except the fact that Marian has
embarked on a new way of life
away from home ... but-not far.
But all is not lost for us homebodies, because events spring up
that make us all very happy. For
instsuice Nell and Milton Exum
wended wending their way to Pa-

Why Not Save $192?
Do you have a Refrigerator in your home? Of
course you do, and whether you know kt or not, you
have a type of heat pump quietly and efficiently
carrying on its duties. The Refrigerator pumps the
heat from the food on the inside of the cabinet and
discharges it on the outside. The York Heat Pump
operates on exactly the same principle. In winter, it
pumps the heat inside your home, and in summer,
it pumps the heat from your home. It's as simple as
that.
One of the most important advantages of using a
York Heat Pump is the savings you are able to
make. A York Heat Pump will operate more economically than any other type of heating system.
For example, the York Heat Pump will deliver
50,000-BTU's per hour, 24 Hours per day for 7 continuous months beginning in October and Ending
in May for a cost of only approximately $135.00.
Other conventional systems would consume as
much as $327.00 for the same amount of heat delivered. You could save up to $192.60 per year.
Aside from the terrific direct savings in heating
costs, you can enjoy cool comfort all Summer with
no extra gagets or parts to buy. Just set the smartly
styled control and you are on your way to dependable, trouble free year round comfort.
See this wonderful York Heat Pump now on display at CASHION'S SPECIALIZED SERVICE 111
East State Line in Fulton. See or call Bill Cashion
at CASHION'S SPECIALIZED SERVICE to-day!
Phone 559.

You're dog-gone right...

OK - Parisian Sweater Cleaning
is the very best!

CCA

EVEN I
N SEE

THAT!

Our Service
Gets out ALL the dirt and spots.
Try our Dry Cleaning once. . . prove to
yourself everything we say about it is
true! It really keeps your clothes newlooking longer by removing deep-down
dirt that dulls fabric colors — ages garments before their time. See for yourself
. . call on us today.

OK-Parisian Laundry & Cleaners
— Phones 130, 14 —

WCM13-crystal brandy glasses each holding a pink rosebud.
(Continued from Page 1)
Miss Kelly Reams served the
to say about the operation of
punch from a crystal bowl.
WCMES u the officials of DresMrs. Dwight Price, all of LexingThe guest of honor wore a black
Miss Lucille Gentry, daughter
den, Martin or any other town
sheath dress from her trousseau
of Mr. and Mrs. Hood Gentry ton.
In the WCMES area.
After a southern wedding trip,
and a corsage of pink asters, a gift
of Lexington, Kentucky, became
Hew much service deposit will
Mr. and Mrs. Pigue are now at Q.
from the hostess.
the bride of Harold Eugene
be required?
home at 817 E. Main, Lexington.
Pigue, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. WCMES does not have an inMiss Eugenie Harris will leave
The bride was graduated from
spection fee; however, inspecBertes J. Pigue of Fulton at two
Thursday for Montecelo College in
tions as required by State Deo'clock in the afternoon, August Lexington Catholic High School
Alton, Ilinois, where she will atand attended the University of
partment of Insurance & BankCatholic
at
Peter's
1959
St.
29,
tend prep school. She will be a
Kentucky, where she was a memby the deputy state wiring
ing
Church in Lexington. Rev. Edsenior this year.
ber of Alpha Xi Delta Sorority.
inspector will be required on
ward Murray was the officiatMr. Pigue is a graduate of Fulnew installations and the deputy
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hagan ing clergyman.
state wiring inspector does
The lovely bride, given in ton High School and attended the
have returned from a very nice
University of Kentucky, where he
charge a fee.
vacation-in South Carolina, North marriage by her father, wore a was a member of Sigma Alpha
Q. Does the WCMES have an InChantilly
and
of
taffeta
gown
Carolina and Georgia.
Epsilon fraternity. He is presently
spection fee?
Their first visit was in Knox- lace fashioned on princess lines.
associated with the Columbia Gas A. Service deposit will be required
ville with grandchildren, Vicky The front of the fitted bodice
of Kentucky, Inc.. Lexington, Ky.
as follows:
Lynn and Jeffrey Howard Hagan. was adorned with appliques of
Residential
Their son, James joined them in pearl studded lace. .The boxNorth Carolina.
2 wire service — $ 5.00
pleated skirt extended into a
HEADS HOSPITAL STAFF
3 wire service — $10.00
Among the interesting places held a fingertip veil and her bouDr. E. C. Thurmond of Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Thomas they visited was the home of John quet was of white orchids and
Other
Calliham announce the marriage C. Calhoun in Clemson, South sweep train. A war-studded crown has been elected to succeed Dr.
be computed on the
will
Deposit
of
City
N.
as
Union
W.
Carpenter
Armond,
of their daughter, Sidney
Carolina, the Jarrett Manor in Ta- stephanoiis.
load. Deposit
estimated
of
basis
president of the medical staff at
to Robert Lee Hailey, son of Mr. cosi. Ga., and the Tacoa Fall,
Mrs. John S. Allender of Lex- Obion County General Hospital in
that
will no: exceed estimated two
and Mrs. Edward Carmack Hailey Is 25 ft. higher than
Niagara, and ington was matron of nonor.
months electric bill.
Union City.
of South Fulton. Tennessee.
many many more places of inThe bridesmaids, similarl y,
terest.
dressed, were Miss Ann McLeod,
read tits Clasalfled Ads
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Smith,
They reported a wonderful time Lexington, cousin of the bride;
Jr., announce the marriage of their and a very
pleasant trip.
Mrs. Eugene Caudell, Lexington
daughter, Patricia Ann, to Sidney
Mrs. Larry Depp, Owensboro.
and
King Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Save On School Shoes At Forrester's
Msepnd Mrs. Herman J. Easley sister of the bridegroom. Their
James Sidney Rose, 116 Mary Ann were -hosts
to a delightful open flowers were pink asters.
Loafers for school boys: 20 styles; all new
Drive, Memphis, Tennessee.
house on Monday, September 7,
Mr. Pigue served his son as best
was
solemnized
wedding
The
Flats. etc.. for school girls: all colon
1959 at their country home on man. Ushers were Robert Hodge.
May 15, 1959 at Metropolis, IlExtra-narrow widths as well as all regular sizes
West State Line Road. The affair Lexington; Wiliam Campbell,
linois.
was in honor of their son, George Danville; Hunter Whitesell, FrankYou'll find the hottest shoe prices in
Ed Easley and his bride, who were fort; Jere Pigue, Fulton, brother
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Wooten of
West Kentucky at
married September 5, 1959 in In- of the bridegroom and George M.
visited their son
Fulton
dianapolis,
Indiana.
Nall of Fulton. Nall was unable to
The Rev. J. R. Wooten and
The guests were served from be in the wedding due to injuries
family in Cleveland, Tenn. They
will attend the open house of the dining table draped with a received in an automobile accident
Fulton. Ky.
Main Street
the new Cumberland Presbyter- white lace cloth, centered with two days before.
ian Church and the "New Pro- pink asters. White candles burned
Immediately following the cerein crystal candle holders and mony a reception was held at the
spect" congregation.
punch was served from a beauti- Hunt-Morgan house. Assisting at
Mrs. H. C. Sams returned last ful crystal punch bowl. Dainty the reception were Mrs. Paul
Wednesday from the Baptist sandwiches, cookies, nuts and Baker, Mrs. Simon Jacobs, and
Hospital in Memphis, after under- mints were served.
Assisting in serving was Mn.
going surgery last week. She is
Mrs. Hendon Wright, President
Rubye Browder, Mrs. Opal Brow- of the Fulton Woman's Club atreported doing very nice.
der, Mrs. Grace Andrews and Mrs. tended • State Board meeting of
The Bennett Homemakers met John D. Brown. Mrs. Pete Byars the Kentucky Federation of WomThursday at 1:30 with Mrs. Don- greeted the mines and Mrs. Jerry en's Clubs in Louisville this week.
ald Cherry at her home on Fourth Hawks presided .t the register.
On Wednesday morning she conAttractive bouquets of summer ducted a Communications Panel at
Street.
The meeting was called to order flowers were artistically arranged the Kentucky Hotel, on whech apntucky
by the new president, Mrs. Van throughout the house.
peared four outstanding
Approximately fifty guests call- Radio, television and r. wspaper
Latta. The Ten Commandments
personalities.
taken from the lath chapter of ed during the afternoon.
Exodus was the theme arourd
which Mrs. 0. C. Croft built her
devotional.
Listen to the lovely music of
Secretary and treasurer report
were read by Mrs. Bill Fenwick.
Roll call was answered by "What I
HERBERT MORRIS
expect To Get out of this years
Work.
Plans were made for a possible
Talented organist from Obion. Tenn
nightly at
four or five members to attend a
the
PARK
in
TERRACE
South
Fulton.
Hickin
held
be
to
school
tailoring
man in October.
delegates were represAll
The next time you have a party, remember The
ented at advisory council held in
Terrace Room of The Park Terrace.
Cayce last week and reports on
same were made to the club.
Enjoy dinner out, while your children play on
Announcemeht of annual day to
be held in Cayce October 23, was
our beautiful playground out back. .
made and plans regarding same
were made.
They can swim in our pool, play tennis, shuffelThe landscape Lesson was given
board,
badminton or croquet. We also have swings,
by Mrs. Bob Davis.
slides and see-saws for the younger children.
Recreation was led by Mrs. Donald Cherry and Mrs. Clifton LinThe liveliest shoe for fall puts series in your step
ton.
You
are
always
at
welcome
. for it gets Its bounce from a matching ribbed
.
Refreshments of cake, cream and
cokes were served to 14 members
crepe sole. Have it in black suede. black leather,
and one guest, Mrs. Joe Holland
or both. It's so smart.
from Detroit, Mich.
The club adjourned to meet next
month with Mrs. Wales Austin.
where a friendly welcome and fine food and ser-

Miss Lucille Gentry Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Harold Eugene Pigue At Lexington

ducah on Monday to meet a plane
winging its way to Kentucky with
the most important cargo since
MacArthur left Bataan. Coming
home, after serving a tour of duty
in the Navy is Milton Owen Exum
and with him will be the fairest
lady of Massachusett, Miss Frances
Grillo of Wakefield. Frances will
be a guest in the Exum home for
two wonderful weeks and Milton
will have the "mostest fun" of all
introducing his fair lady to his
home folks.
Milton Owen finished his fouryear Navy duty recently and his
service took him to the four earners of the world, as Nell will tell
you. But this young man let the
rest of the world go by and found
tremendous interest in the inhatitants of Wakefield, Mass. We're
looking forward to meeting Frances.

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

THE

U%.573

SHOE FOR FALL

The Park Terrace Restaurant,

Mr. and Mr. B. J. Pigue were
hosts to a delightful open house on
Sunday afternoon. September 6.
1959 at their home, 308 Third
street, The affair was plansed to
honor their son, Eugene Pigue and
his bride of Lexington, Ky.
About one hundred guests called
between the hours of three and
six.
Assisting in serving were: Mrs.
F. M. Gossum, Sr., Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Mrs. Walter Voelpel,
Mrs. J. W. Elledge.
Mrs. Robert Vidrick presided at
the register.
Gift bouquets of red roses and
dahlias were attractively arranged
throughout the house.
Among the out-of-town guests
were: Sam Orr, of South Carolina,
Miss Charlotte Lake, Union City,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes, Sr., of
Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ed Easley
were honored guests at a buffet
dinner on Wednesday evening,
September 8, 1959 at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Easley.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. George Ed Easley, Mr. and
Mrs. James 0. Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Byars Bud and Suzanne, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browder, Jen Ray and Tom. Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hawks and Mike, Mrs.
Opal Browder, Mrs. Rubye Browder, Mrs. Grace Andrews, Richard
Browder, and David Thomas of
Akron, Ohio.
Mrs.. Richard Strong, a recent
bride, was complimented at a delightful informal tea Sunday given
by Mrs. H. N. Strong, Jr., at her
home in Covington Addition. Many
guests called between the hours
of three and five and were greeted
by the hostess and guest of honor.
Punch and individual cakes
were served from a beautifully appointed table, overlaid with a pink
damask cloth and centered with a
tall anniversary candle and two

ONLY 3.99
National Stores Corp.

vice await you.
Sonny Puckett and Stanley Jones.
Owners and Operators

Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

AND OPENING

Thursday - Friday - Saturday,September 17-18-19;
FULTON'S NEWEST FASHION CENTER
Nationally-advertised brands 50% to 60% below advertised prices
THOUSANDS OF DRESSES
Shirtwaist, Dressmaker, Ensemble, Sport and party
styles; wools, Jerseys, Cotton knits, Miracle blends,
Pure Silk, Wash 'N Wear cottons. Sub-teen, Junior,
Misses and half-sizes

All Costume Jewelry

Fantastically-beautiful Lingerie, lavishly trimmed
___ $1.99
and tailored Slips, white and colors
Nylon and dacron, nylon cotton blend
Half-slips
$1-and $1.98
$1.99
Gowns
880
Stephanie Bras

$1.00 to $8.98
SUITS
SKIRTS
Full-length wool coats
Shorties
Blouses
Sweaters

$7.99
$1.99 and $2.99
$9.98
$7.99
$1 and $1.98
$1.98 to $4.98

88c

WHOLESALE
CASH ONLY
NO APPROVALS
REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES!

1

The L. & S. Company
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning, September 18.
111liview Hospital:
Mrs. Harold Roberts, Sara Linton, Leslie Giddings, Russell Jones,
Mrs. James Kell, J. C. Duncan, Luta Mae Morris and Frank 'Thomas
Jr. all of Fulton. Mrs. Howard
Oliver, Union City; J. D. Stunson,
Hickman.
Jonas Hospital:
Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs. James
Pogue, A. C. Butts. Mrs. Nannis
Guilt, Mrs. Nora Alexasder, Mrs.
Julius Tucker, John Howell, Mrs.
Pearl Newton, Mrs. Lizzie Peak,
Mrs. R. V. Allison, Mrs. Billy Hagan and baby, and Mrs. Larry
Sims and baby, all of Fulton.
Fulton HempHat
Brenda Stephens, Crutchfield;
Balsam Petty, Fancy Farm; Mrs.
Harry Batts, Crutchfield; Mrs. Ardell Simpson, Cayce; Tom White,
Hickman; Louise Danner, Mayfield; Preston Hampton, Union
City; Mrs. Florence Scholes, din
ton; Mrs. John Robey, Water Valley; Richard Bellew, Crutchfield;
Mrs. W. L. Jackson, Harry L. Bushart, Mrs. Jimmy Hicks and baby,
Mrs. Etta Wade, Mrs. James Pruett, Curtis Thurman, Vick Henderson, Kenneth Mulcahy, Judy
Burton, Mrs. Mike Fry and Charlie
Stephenson all of Fulton.
(Continued from Pape I)

SOUTH FULTON-

Fulton High School News
by Janke Davis

janitor even loaned his mop to one
girl so that she could wipe her
Mrs. Elizabeth White proved to
feet before she reshod.
be a very charming substitute
• • •
teacher Monday and Tuesday of
last week. While Mrs. Catherine
During a regular Friday school
Bennett, English teacher, accom- pep meeting,
Mr. Lawrence Holpanied her daughter to college, land, School Superint
endent, aMrs. White took over her classes warded fountain
pens to three
with wit and charm.
boys for scoring points at the FulMrs. White is originally from ton-Russellville game.
Carbondale, Illinois, and has recPhilip Andrews, senior, received'
ently moved to Fulton. She has
been working as a substitute the first one for making the first
touchdown of the game. Another
teacher only.
Due to a slight precipation some senior, Jerry House, and Joe Bentime ago, many students emerged nett, a junior each received two
from their lunch-hour with bare pens. Joe made the second TD and
feet, straight hair, unstarched the extra point after the third;
clothes, and a various assortment Jerry made the third TD and the
extra point after the second.
of cover-ups.
• • •
Several students, and teachers,
came in with plastic bags, books,
Todays student problems: Girls
etc. on their heads; many of the -what to wear, wool skirts
and
wet clothes liked the freshly sweaters or summer dresses. Boys
polished desk seats so well that - teach Joe and Jerry to write
when their owners left them, the with both hands so that they can
polish accompanied them also. The use both of their award pens.
a low power rate. Mr. Crockett, in
addition, pointed out that the taxes
paid to the City by the company
would probably be more than
enough to pay for the street lighting.
At the present time, power will
be taken from WCMES lines six
miles east of South Fulton and
from Gibson County Electric Company lines west of the city. As
soon as is practical, a sub-station

It was pointed out that the WCMES has been in operation twenty
years. and in that time there has
never been a rate increase, and,
in fact, business and commercial
rates have even been lowered by
dropping a ten percent surtax. According to the distribution agreement with TVA. the WCMES must
return the money made to the distribution system, and must lower
Its rates if it earning more than is
needed to operate its facilities efficintly.
A deposit of five to ten dollars,
depending on power supplied.
must be made by new subscribers,
as with most electrical suppliers;
businesses will have to make a deposit of about the equivalent of
one month's estimated bill. Families served by the WCMES will be
billed monthly, and it is planned
to have someone In South Fulton
on a part-time basis to receive
payment of bills and handle other
local business for the system. No
charge will be made for service
calls during business hours or
when the trouble is with WCMES
equipment.
In answer to a question about
Street lighting under the Weakley
County System, Mr. Dodd replied
that the City of South Fulton will
have to pay eight percent per year
of the total amount invested in
street lights, less annual depreciation of three to four percent, and

clean up.
The Fulton News, Thursday, September 17, 1969 Page 5
8. 157 commodes found dirty. A
recheck will be made on all of
ROTARY PICNIC
RETUILN8 FROM CAMP
thew and the party respossible for
Next Tuesday night at 8:30 the
cleanliness will be made responsiFulton Rotary Club will have
Lt. Gene Hatfield, Fulton, has
ble for cleaning up.
Family Picnc night at the Fulton returned from two weeks' active
The report was signed by John Country Club. A barbecue dinner duty with the 439th Civil Affairs
of Paducah at Ft Meade, MaryWill be served.
A. Caraway, Senior Sanitarian
land. The Company Is a member
th Obion County Health Depart- Technical staff of the Tennesse
e of the United States Army active
ment, and L. M. bfcCuan of the State Health Departm
ent
Reserve.

RITTER MEALS SIMS BETTOR FAMILI
IS--AND Altrs •••

111111181111D NUMMI
SUPER RIGHT SHORT SHANK

AM'AKA NIINDAgli 000111411•04/4117

SMOKED
PICNIC

will be constructed, receiving
power from both Martin and Mayfield.
(Continued from Page 1)

HEALTH DEPT.
for mosquito larvae to hatch in
standing water.
5. 163 places littered with rubbish, or unclean premises. The geseral appearance was bad, and

4 to 8

BIRTHDAY
Come See
You'll Save
at A&P BOIUMTN 'KAU

Fast, Courteous, Efficient Service

Now Pack Oven Rea y Frozen

Turkeys

* Muffler and tailpipe service
* Wheel balancing service

lb.

Super Right RIndless

To
II Lbs.

Rose Fish Fillets
Fish Sticks

* Credit Cards accepted

* We welcome your business

MUMSSERVICE STATION
Located at Fourth and Lake Streets
Sonny and Carl Puckett, owners

READ THE FACTS BEFORE YOU BUY1
•High speed drivbig on sumer •e'ristine•low-price tire on
highways demands stronger, •turnphus dosnit pecuniarily
safer tires than anyone can
make it ask for de:, in, clayish for $12.95.
out performance under bruin.
ing. pounding conditions.
•B.P.Cloodrich makes economy
tires that give outstanding •Turnpike tires call for the
service. But they're designed
strongest materials. toughest
for normal city and country
plies, painstaking design and
driving, not for long periods
construction. Risking life and
at sustained high speeds on
property on anything lesi is
turnpikes, throughways and
sheer folly. High-speed tires
freeways.
can't be built fur $12.95.

Apple Sauce
Hershe
Corn
Peaches
Pop Corn Acp.

New Pack lona
Yellow Cling

Fully Cooked
Whole or Half

Bar
Pkg.
16-oz.
Can

4

25-0z.
Cana

)2

39°
10$
99°
23°

Pure Lard
Biscuits
Simoniz
Peas=

• Leas TRW NYLON soil mar
lidded Well. Wart 011isegis.

• I*oda design gives you NYLON kr
less cost Him sway sedisory this.
• Drive werry-frse on NYLON tlres-•
got RE Ge•drici S•dosige I

Pam

hard

Liquid
Floor Wax

sin

in nin

Wipe

tiatkpe

nn

sin

6/0-15

17.95

11.13

7.50-14

24.95

20.13

7.10-15

23.50

20.15

1.00-14

27 60

23.35

7.60-15

25.70

22.110

1150-14

30.20

25.55

Wad
roe
mode

Sinkage/
•

4TIRES $4 DOWN
OIAmi-No in mu nirem.mi Su

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN-Phone 404
FTTLTON-Phone 389
FULTON. KENTUCKY

RF.Goodrich Ifrithago Bottles

Cans

i Reg.)Qt.
I 95c
Can
17-oz..
:
°cff )
2 Cans
Label

49°
23°
79°
29'

Eat A Better Breakfast

SWISS CHEESE
59`
Cheddar Che

1......,,ar
Post Toasties
Tang
Post Alpha Bits .. 14:27°

Sweet Nut
Like Flavor

LB.

ese

Snare.

Lb.

594

Delicious Cereal

Pkg.

Instant m x
Breakfast Drink

Red Tokay Grapes

Sweet Yams
Carrots QFauna7ty. 10° 2
Puerto
Rican

Bag

Lb.
Bag
Ll)

Fancy
California

2
5

Pkgs.49°

Vol. 2 and I
ONLY 99c
Now On Sale

Shampoo
600
Wesson Oil
550
Ripe OlivesEizt.
37'
Cashmere Bouquet
54'
Vaselene
33t 69c
Northern z:n. 3:::350
Northern Tissue 4 ?St
Shortening
3:
e.l 690
34-ox.
Sot.

No. 1
Tail
Jar

Med.
Size

(Reg.)EA.
59c
JANE PARKER (Reg. Zic)

-Pumpernickel Bread

C

Rene

43(
Lb 70
I-Loaf1

JANE PARKER

Glazed Donuts(
AN N ,
1 ne Foods Needn't ive
PAG E ir7
Be E'Pen

4..111=eoping
61,4

ANN PAGE REALLY MESH

".

Mayonnaise

54-oa.
Can

de
"

LBS.

BLACKBERRY PIE

Pkg.294

Golden Book Encyclopedia
Volume AL9c
No.1
Only "IF

2 25

10° Yellow Onions
19° Oranges Lal:,:renia

Help Your Child In School-Buy A Book-A-Wesk
16 Magnificent
Illustrated
Volumes

14-oz. C90
Jar

JANE PARKER LARGE

Qt.

STOP Al' THE SION OF THE SPAIUNG TIRE

-Lb.
Ctn.

WISCONSIN AGED

A&P Peas
Nifty Waffles

herr
on me
laulm•

4
3

Sunnyfield

Dixie's Pride
Ready To Bake

DAIRY BUYS

ancy
Quality

NYLON 969.5.

Cut Up)
Whole 290
Lb. 33c
Lb.

16-oz. 49C
Cans

FROZEN FOODS

Prices reduced on B.F.Goodrich

Lb.

U. S. Government Inspected Frying

A&P Our
Finest Quality

y Bars(

Iona cream
Ittyie Golden

2 790
69
Lb.
Pkg.

Super Right Semi-Boneless

1-1b.
Pkg,

Cap'n John (Heat 'n Eat)

* Open around the clock

L. 39g Bacon
35' Hams
1.00 Chickens

Thick
sliced

SEAFOOD VALUES

Cap'n John

29'

Lb.

*Ma

=1295 TIRES ARE NOT FOR TURNPIKES

, Ky.

when a recheck is made, orders to
clean up will be issued if neonsai7.
II. 216 places not properly
screened, or having defective
screens. Most of these were tenant
properties.
7. 328 fly-breeding places found.
These include open-top garbage
containers, chicken yards and dog
pens. Occupant will be required to

SPECIAL
OFFER!

49c z:ri

Ann Page

Tomato Soup 3 it':294
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. 5E 1'T 19

5.
1959
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C.A.YCE NEWS

Farm News, Meetings, Evenb

Clarice Bondurant—

line.
The Kentucky Municipal League
and the City o2 Frankfort joined
Ligon in the suit. Judge W. B.
Ardery's decision probably will
The 1958 Kentucky publications be taken to the Court of Aplaw has been upheld in Franklin peals.
Circuit Court.
The law provides that action afCAPITOL ANNEX
fecting the public must be advertised before it can be carried
The New Capitol Annex at
Frankfort is operated on funds obout or become law.
A suit by Arnold Ligon, Mad- tained from rental paid by state
isonville truck operator, had chal- agencies in accordance with the
lenged the law. The law meant amount of space their offices octhat his application to operate a cupy in the building.
truck line from Paducah to Ashread !Yu Classified Ads
land must be published in every
county traversed by the proposed

State Ad Law Is
Upheld by Court

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Camp
of Kirkwood, Mo. were Friday
night guests of her Aunt, Mrs.
THE NEWS
(Ed's note: the following niformatiois. mingled
Frankle McClellan.
agrieuteseei
eng
Agents
by the USDA. ASC, nearby Cosily
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Naylor
in the
iinelieies will bs of special interest to progressive farmers
have returned to their home in
Ken-Tenn area):
Dallas, Texas after a weeks visit with relatives.
disability.
his
of
date
the
to
Mrs. Billie Linker who has
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY
CHANGE IN 19811
been in Obion County hospital
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
SOIL BANK DATES
is home now and improving.
Q. I have heard that farmers are
Mr. and Mu. Elmer Liliker,
for
Masager
S. E. Holly, Office
not eligible for disability insurMr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell
Committee,
County
ASC
Fulton
true?
this
Is
benefits.
ance
and Mr. and Mrs Joe Lillker and
Hickman, Kentucky, has received
A. N. it is not true. Farmers are the following telegram:
son were Sunday guests of Mr.
eligible for disability insurance
Mrs. Robert iAliker in Murray College in Murray, Ky.
and
benefits in the same way as any
"DATE FOR ACCEPTING APChaffee, Mo.
Mr. Robert Lowery who is
- other individual covered by the
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would be adopted by farm owners,
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ygneamem,
Early Soybeans should be ready
this week, especially the Clark list to start testing in September
E
RIIPTWR
variety. Dorman's should be ready and October. The Obion-Weakley
County Dairy Herd Improvement
The Sensational New Invention
by the last week in September.
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Almost all silage put in silos Association will start with around
ten herds. Almus Polsgrove, from
by the end of last week.
No Belts — No Straps —
Many acres of small grain, pas- Fulton will start as tester in OcNo Odors
tober.
and alfalfa sown last week.
City Drag Co. Fulton ture
Two dairy herds added to DHIA
Obion County 4-H members will
exhibit 20 head of registered Jerseys and Guernseys in the District
Junior Dairy Show in Jackson on
September 14 and at the State
Junior Dairy Show in Nashville
on September 21.
Some dates to remember: Wednesday, Octobr 7 - Northwest Tennessee Feeder Calf Sale - Newbern. Friday, October 18 - Obion
County Feeder Pig Sale - Union
City, Tuesday October 20 - Fall
Lamb Pool - Union City.

FOR SALE

One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.

STARLITE Drive-In

Can be seen by appointment.

Call 1270 or 470

ew.Low
ces
Feed Pri$60.)
Per

Ton
Cash. .Warehouse
This is a White Tag Feed..High in Fat...low in fiber, and has over
1400 lbs. Total Digestible nutrients per ton.

16% CO-OP DAIRY FEED--

FREE

HIRAM WALKER'S

TEN HIGH
• STRAIGHT BOURBON
• 4 YEARS OLD
• 90 PROOF

$1.30

half pint
$4.00 fifth

$2.50 pint

INTRODUCTORY OFFER - -2 WEEKS
100 lbs. SALT with each ton of this High
QUALITY 16% DAIRY FEED.

40% PORK BOOSTER - -

$90"

Per
Ton

It's Energized and Balanced - rich in Vitamins and Minerals.

Per
SPECIAL 16% NOG MIXTURE ONLY '29"
We will furnish all the 40% Pork Booster needed to
-- make a ton of 16% Hog Feed for only $29.25 per ton ....
You need only furnish corn and bags for the mixture.

YES
Walker's Gin
$1.20

• $ 3.75 Fifth

• 90 Proof

SOUTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OP

4 PINT
1
/

Phone 399

HIRAM WALKER, INC., PEORIA, ILL.

Central Ave.

Fulton,Ky.
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South Fulton High Takes Part
In Science Library Program

DEATHS
Clyde Barnett

Zula Burnett; a daughter, mei,
J.
H. Looney of Mayfield; a son,
Billy
Clyde Burnett of Mayfield;
a
ter, Mrs. Wallace Cosby of sisMayfield; four grandchildren.

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept
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In accord with the additional
emphasis being given to science
at South Fulton High School, science and math teacher, K. M.
Winston has arranged for parti
cipation of the school is
the
Traveling High School Science
Library program sponsored by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science.
The Library consists of about
200 outstanding science and math
ematics books of all interest level
s
to be circulated 50 at a time
through the libraries of the parti
cipating schools.
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Kentuckians Invited To Share
In Eisenhower Library Project
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HOW ARE THINGS
WITH RADIO
THESE DAYS?
Fine! Thank Yon! With More People
Listening To RADIO Than
Are Watching Television!

"MORE LISTENING THAN LOOKING"

says Sindlinger in the August 10, 1959

FISHING DERBY
The first annual Kentucky Lake
fishing derby, Sept. 15-Nov. 1, offers $5,600 in prize money. The
derby is sponsored by civic organizations of cities in the Kentucky Lake area.

SPOINDS WEEK HI=
Little Lena Hargis of Calvert
City spent a week recently with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mollie King of Fulton, while
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hargis spent their vacation
in Louisville.
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
A new Tuesday night program
GO TO CinaCii flUNDAT
on WLE.X-TV, Lexington, tells the
public how the Kentucky Departments of Public Relations and
Conservation promote the Commonwealth's tourist attractions.

issue of
BROADCASTING - - The Businessweek
ly of Television and Radio.
The following article appeared on page
52:

HEYDAY FOR RADIO:Its total audience
Radio's audience exceeded that of
television
during the last three weeks of July for the
first time in two years, according to a report
released last week.
Sindlinger & Co., business analysts of Ridley Park, Pa., stated that a three-week trend
beginning during the week ending July 9
shows that 79.4 million Americans 12 years
and older listened to the radio, whereas 78.6
million persons watched iv during the same
period.

IL IL A. DAY
A mixture of gospel music and
bathing beauties will mark Tann
Bureau and Rural Electric Day,
Sept. 16, at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville.

se

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes cxpresMotu from Its readers. Such
items mat be Awned bet
name will be ommitled trees
publication If requested.
September

During the week ending July 16 daily radio
listening was attributed to 79.1 million people
and daily iv viewing to 77.9 million.

now outnumbers tv's

During the week ending July 23 radio
reached 79.3 million listeners while iv
was
seen by 77.1 million.
Sindlinger said that the last time radio
listening surpassed iv viewing was in 1957
, just
before the release of pre-1948 movies
to television. Radio listenership was also high
er during one week of the 1956 political conv
entions.
Albert E. Sincilinger, president of the
stated that radio entertainment usua firm.
lly increases in popularity during the
summer
months, with the high point coming at
the end
of August, but in 1958 it did not outd
istance
ti. The pre-1948 films "support
ed" iv last
summer, according to Mr. Sindlinger.

11, 1959

Editor, The NEWS:
They tell me "Thousands of
grown-ups are learning to read,
at home—many in times ranging
from 20 to 100 day_-free'"
I beg, sir, for ab1500 Fulton County grown-ups unable to
read even easy words. Please
urge our friends, neighbors and
relatives to get help for us in
the no-cost program described
in three magazine articles in
Coronet magazine entitled "Kentucky's Skipper of the 3 R's and
Admiral of the ABC's".
Warm thanks, and sincerely,

er

Ion Pursell
"Dreamer and Doer"
Box 414, Frankfort, Ky.

MR. BUSINESSMAN
Now — more than ever before — you can't overlook
RADIO. And when you buy RADIO, you must have
RADIO WFUL to adequately cover your market with
lower cost in the total of impressions made for your
advertising message. Call 1270 or 1500 for a sales rep-

•Expertly Prepared •Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove, stoker.

enly COAL CO.

resentative to call and discuss ways and means of enlisting the "pulling power" of WFUL in your advertis
-

Telephone 51

ing program.

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!

SERVICE
REPAIR

A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.
Mame= lestallell

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Ky.

1

Phone 307

In the Ken-Tenn Area most listeners prefer
AM
1000 WATTS

1111F111.

"THE RADIO VOICE OF THE FIVE—STAT
E AREA"

FM
500 WATTS

Civil War Centennial T o Be Greatest Pageant
With 17 programs definitely
scheduled and 10 others tentatively planned, Karl S. Betts, executive director of the National
Civil War Centennial Commission,
announced today he is convinced
the forthcoming five-year centennial of America's only internal
war will be the greatest pageant
In the history of the nation.
These programs have been planned by 13 states and the District of
Columbia. Others are expected to
be added shortly.
Only nine of the programs are
identified as reenactments. The
others are dedications and religious and educational ceremonies,
most of them schedtded to take
place on anniversary dates.
"In view of the fact that the
Commiss al has been in operation
only a little more than a year, I
am well pleased with these results," Mr. Betts said. "It is not
our plan to tell any locality what
sort of program it shall have. Our
function as a national agency Is

that of encouraging and coordinating, but it is our hope that every
community, no matter how large
or small, will have some sort of
commemoration during the Centennial to show its appreciation for
the principles and heroism displayed by our forefathers, regardless of the side on which they
fought."
The executive director's report
on programs came simultaneously
with announcement that 35 states
and the District of Columbia now
have their own centennial commissions and are busy with plans
for suitable commemoration. Latest to form such groups were Minnesota, Connecticut and New
Mexico. States still expected to
take the action are Alabama, Arizona, California, Florida, Idaho,
Nebraska, Nevada, New York,
North Dakota, Oregon, Texas,
Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
Reenactments already scheduled
will commemorate the signing of
the Secession Ordinance at Baton

Rouge, La., attack on Fort Sumter
at Charleston, S. C., the Merrimack-Monitor fight in Hampton
Roads, and the battles of Philippi,
W. Va., Big Bethel and First Manassas in Virginia, Lexington, Ky.,
Antietam, Md., and Brice's Cross
Roads, Miss. Plans to restage the
battles of Perryville, Ky., Vicksburg, Miss., a n d Chattanooga,
Tenn. are pending.
Also pending are programs to
mark the centennial of the fight.
ing at Valverde and Apache Canyon in New Mexico, at Tullahoma
and Franklin in Tennessee, and
the Andrews raid through the deep
South.
A joint session of Congress is
planned to commemorate the issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation. Another program to be
held in the national capital will be
a ceremony in 1962 to pay tribute
to the wirners of the Congressional Medal of Honor, an award
originated during the war and first
bestowed upon survivors of the

11.
1:1
7
•
".

Km 0. F. Taylor

Andrews raid_ This event will be
held in the Washington Cathedral
and is to be attended by many of
the survivors of the original winners.
At Brandy Station, Va., on the
anniversary in 1963 of the death of
Major John Pelham, the South's
famous young arUllerist, a plaque
will be dedicated to him on the
site where he was mortally
wounded.
Special ceremonies are planned
to commemorate the firing on the
Star of the West, the supply ship
driven out of Charleston harbor on
January 9, 1861, and the activity
at Camp Jackson and Carthage,
both in Missouri, at Pea Ridge,
Ark.., and Stone Mountain, Ga.

We are glad to see the sunshine this a. m its an ideal fall
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
were guests of Mrs. Maude and
Miss Constance Jones recently.

Mr. W. L. Rowland and Allie
were guests of the L. A. Rowland of Lynn Grove over the
weekend.
The friends of Mrs. Lizzie
Roberts will be sorry to learn
of her death„ which occurred
In Detroit, Friday p. m. She
lived in this vicinity a number
of years and has many friends
here.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
called on Mr. and Mrs. Tommie

Washington, Ark., will be restored as PI part of the Centennial
program in that state. Plans for
restaging the battle of Mobile Bay,
one of the ma ior naval engagements of tIle
still are under
discussion.

from a weeks visit with my sister,
Mrs. Roy Hammeth and Mr. HamMrs. Carey Friel& • meth on the Vale-Hollow Rock
Road. While there we visited Mr.
Rev. Glynn Hicicerson filled his and Mrs. Ray Bennett, Northwood
regular appointment at New Salem Drive, near Huntington, Term.
Kentucky's oil boom, now cen- fracturing," they call it.
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
During an electrical, wind and
record
and
experience
Crowell's
tered in Green County, is due to
engin- 11 A. M. and the evening service hail storm several days ago, wind
move southward into Metcalfe, as a petroleum-production
eer testify that he usually knows held at usual hour. On last Wed- blew two trees down in the Dave
Barren and Allen Counties.
whereof he speaks. He is a partner nesday night the church sat in Mathis yard in this village. One
That is the opinion of veteran
the firm of Cheer & Franz, de- conference and called the Rev. tell on the house doing quite a bit
in
oil men who now are moving in a
of oil and gas properties. Hickerson back to pastorate the of damage to the roof and the
velopers
steady stream into those three
antena. All damage is covered by
been operating with insuing year.
have
They
counties of South Central KenMrs. Nora Vincent is improved Insurance. Rubel Thomas lost his
considerable success in Texas,
tucky—and casting their eyes toArkansas, Louisiana and Missis- over the past week or two, when dark-fired tobacco by hail. Mr.
ward nearby Tennessee.
sippi. He also is a partner in sev- her condition became weaker. Charlie Vincent's corn field was
"The Green County boom pass- eral other oil and gas operations Every good wish is extended by all literally stripped of fodder.
her friends.
ed its peak and it is for a rapid in the midcontient area.
Miss Margaret Bynum continues
decline," said Alec Crowell, one
Stubblefield
Not only is Crowell known
of the country's leading oil pro- among oil producers and promoters to improve from a very lame back
Land that is now the campus
duction men. He recently set up as a petroleum engineer of con- she suffered two weeks ago.
of Murray State College was
headquarters here and began drill- siderable knowledge and ability,
Mrs. Earl Mitchell spent several once the farm of Nathan B.
ing on a 875-acre lease near Fin- but he has attained formidable days here the past week with her Stubblefield, the first man to
sey in Barren County.
stature as a cnampion of oil and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields, broadcast the human voice by
"The average life of a Green gas conservation. For 17 of his 32 she left a few days ago in com- wireless.
County lease probably wilt be years in the oil business, he was pany with her husband, Earl MitRUINS OF FURNACE
about two or three years," said director of oil and gas conservation chell, for Lexington, Ky. where
Don
and
they
children,
visited
early as 1802, a crude stone
As
South
in
longevity
the
and
Crowell. '"The
programs for five states
Sue and son Mark Stephen, while furnace on Red River near Clay
Central Kentucky, where wells Federal Government.
have been producing for as long
Crowell is drilling the first of Earl attends a water work conven- City, Ky., produced iron from ore
as 65 years, is much more to my three wells in search of gas and ton this week. The meeting is held found in the region. Ruins of the
for three days.
furnace are still visible.
liking."
oil on the prospect near Finney.
A brand new black top road is
Recent new strikes in Metcalfe, "We aim for oil in the tanks on
under construction near-by
- Barren and Allen bear Crowell my 55th birthday, September 25," now
this village just over the Kentucky
out. In addition, the oil veterans he said.
Thereafter he plans to drill five line. It will greatly benefit the
corning into the area are buying
area to market
the old, long-producing wells, re- wells on a prospect of some 6,000 farmers in this
working them and boosting their contiguous acres, composed of 37 with their produce.
Get well wishes go out from
production five or ten fold. "Sand leases, near the comnumity of Wilhere to Miss Donnie Smoot who
suffered a broken hip in a fall in
Akron, Ohio several days ago. She
is confined to a local hospital at
the present.
Since my last writ-up another
Visitors to our establishment have often comwatershed pond has been dug in
this area, on the Doyle Frields
mented on the efficiency with which everything is
farm, work done by the Barney
Puckett bulldozers outfit. He has
accomplished in every detail of our service.
sown fescue and clover for winter
pasture, bank and all. The pond
Mortuary
of
our
product
a
is
efficiency
This
will later be stocked with fish.
Miss Patti McCoy, Memphis,
training and experience. It means that not only is
Tenn. is spending a few weeks
here with her grandparents, Mr.
every funeral, from first call to final commital,
and Mrs. Clyde Johnson.
Mrs. Mack Bynum arrived here
carried out smoothly, but also is reflected in the
from Akron, Ohio several days ago
to be at the bediside of her mosavings we are able to share with those we serve.
ther, Mrs. Nora Vincent.
Your writer has returned home
• ••
James Needham

Licensed Funeral Directors and Embalmers, Ky. and Tennessee

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Phone 7

Fulton, Kentucky

302 Carr St.

35 Years' Continuous Service

"We Serve to Serve Again"

low Shade in Metcalfe County.
Crowell, still backing up his
opinion that the oil boom will
move southward from Green
County, is negotiating for a large
block of acreage in North Central
Tennessee, which he plans to explore after the eight Kentucky
wells are drilled.

CORN
AND

Among celebrities of stage and
screen who have recently aided
work for the blind by recording
their voices are Claudette Colbert, Arlene Franc* Robert
Young and Edward It. Murrow,
according to the American Foundation for the Blind.

MOTOROLA TT
Most Reliable
TV Receiver

Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Taylor
Sunday afternoon. Mr. Taylor is
ilL
Marilyn Coltharp entered
school in Murray Monday a. m.
of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
called in the Jack Boston home
in Mayield Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Boston is not feeling any
better.
Bro. Paul Lyles of Paris

Your Business Appreciated

U. I

Seed For Fall-Sowing
110061a aiziol

Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed You need. You know that you can depend on us.

14 eft

Backed by the Golden
Guarantee
1 Full Year Free Service and Parts.
5 Year Guarantee on
Tube Sentry.

Rye grass

Orchard Grass

Ladino and White Drtch Clover
Crimson and Red Clover
Wheat

Ifras"Eit".416:12. 1
.I I. "4211
P

Timothy

Red Top

Fescue

Balbo Rye

Barley
Seed Oats

Priced from 2179.95

ACAtt;gild SOS
Phone 202

East State Lino

14 at

W Appliance
Company

215 Main

Phone 126

PAS POLITICAL APIPIOLMIC.SPAAPIT

FOR

The Greater Kentucky Club is the orzanization in which every good Kentuckian can
help build a greater Kentucky by electing
Bert Combs, Wilson Wyatt and the entire
Democratic ticket.
Whether you are a Democrat, Republican or Independent, the most important
thing you can do now for Kentucky is to see
that capable, effective leaders are elected to
office. Bert Combs, Wilson- Wyatt, and the
other Democratic nominees are the leaders

who can help our great state go forward.
Your support and your influence w ith
your friends is important. So is your financial support
Set your own membersLip fee! Mail the
membership form below, with your contribution, to The Greater Kentucky Club,
Democratic State Campaign Headquarters,
743 Sheraton Hotel, Louisville, Kentucky.
Kentucky's future is in your hands. Be a
greater Kentuckian. Join now!

MAIL YOUR CONTRIBUTION WITH
THIS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TODAY!

• irivivivfeitilrivivArkIfiviv%riviriv*
fir GREATER KENTUCKY CLUB .54P
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BROWDER MILLING COMPANY, INC.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 900

MAIL TO:

1(.1•1
I 1 li.

40

NOW! 1

An official membership card
'
will be promptly mailed to
5
all who oontribute.

Mr. Thurston Cooke, Chairman
Mr. Bake Baker, Secretary
Greater Kentucky Club
743 Sheraton Hotel, Louisvilk, Kentucky

To help build a greater Kentucky, I hereby apply for
the Greater Kentucky Club. My mereis enclosed.
bership foe in the amount of $

membirskip ix
arry

NAME (please print)
MOMS

COUNTY

5111r

"A Complete lin• of Quality Feeds"
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For The Democratic Ticket of Kentucky

SOYBEANS
Prompt Unloading Facilities

Clive

DEMOCRATIC VICTORY

THE BROWDER MILLING COMPANY
IS NOW IN TEE MARKET FOR

•

Celebrittee

JOIN

EFFICIENCY

Frank LeMaster

Moore Saturday night awhile.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Herndon
and Belinda returned to their
home in Bowling Green after
visiting their parents Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Hicks and Mr. and
Mrs. Herndon a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
Larry. They visiting near Farmas
ington in the afternoon
guests of Mrs. Mary Hendrick.

Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hicks of
Dayton, Tenn_ visited relatives
in this vicinity over Labor day
weekend.
Bethlehem
the
at
preached
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Johnson and
3unday night
Church
Methodist
baby of Arizortia are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
Crowd attended.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Reu- were guests of the John Yates a nice
ben Yates at this time.
family Monday of last week.

Kentucky's Oil Boom Edging South;•AUSTIN SPRINGS
"old" Wells Are Rediscovered

Paul M. Hornbeak

Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, September 17, 1959
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Kentucky 4-H'ers Play Big Roles
At Washington Regional Encampment
Kentucky 4-H delegates returned August 19 from Washington,
I). C., where they Played imPortent roles in the 12th Annual Regional Club Camp at Howard
University.
Making up the delegation of
Negro 4-Wars and Extension leaders were: Marion A. Waters, Mattie Wilbourn, Fulton County;
Helen Happy, Marion Rogers,
Boubou County; Jane A. Bell,
Thomas Childs, Todd County; William Strum, Laverne Jacobs,
Franklin County; Catherine Wilson, Asset H. D. A. and John
Finch Anal County Agent of Lexington.
Highlight of the week's encampment was an informal talk by Vice
President Richard N. Nixon on
the steps of the Capitol with all
the young people gathered around
close enough to touch hint.
States represented at the camp
are: Alabama, Arkansas, Deta-

ware, Ftorida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Idississieel,
Missouir North Carolina Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Marion Waters was a member
rra A GIRL
of the Regional Camp Chorus and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Stevens, FulMettle Wilbourn was a member of
ton, are the proud parents of a five
the Discussion group.
pound daughter born at 8:23 p. m.
September 7, 1959 at the Jones
Hospital.

Union Church Site
of Burnette Reunion

The Burnette family reunion
was held at the Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on Sunday,
September 2.
The day was spent in reminiscing, and talking plans for the fuITS A BOY
ture. A most enjoyable day was
Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister are
spent in looking up, not down; the proud parents of a 6 pound 2%
looking out, not in; looking for- ounce boy on September
4, 1959 at
ward, not backward. A bountiful 7:30 p. m. at the Baptist
Hospital
noon-hour meal was served in the in Paducah. He has been
named
spacious dining room of the Robert Neal.
church.
il. C. Hospital
Those attending were Mr. and
IT'S A GULL
Gets Now Wing
Mrs. Floyd Nayler, Dallas, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. Wick Smith are
Obion County will advertise for The Rev. and Mrs. Bob Covington the proud parents of a 7 pound 3
bids on the construction of a new and children, Date, Mary Pat and ounce daughter born at the Fulwing to be added to the Obion Dean, Union City; Mr. and Mrs. ton hospital September 6, at 12:45
County General Hospital in Union Denver Bradshaw an$1 Obis, p. m. She has been named Lee
City. The bids will be opened on Sandra, Dinna, Donna and Debra, Ann,
or before 2 p. m.. October 1.
Ftidgley, Tennessee; Miss J. B.
ITS A GIRL
The new west wing, estimated Inman, Ftidgely; The Rev. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
to cost $350.000. will provide about Jimmie Wooten, McKenzie, Ten35 additional beds, plus a nursing nessee; Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Burn- are the proud parents of a 7 pound
unit on the second floor.
ette, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette; 5 ounce girl, born at the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Burnette, Jean, Hospital September 3 at 1:35 p. m.
N9 (Sneed Seams
Bill and Ruth Ann, Mr. and Mrs. She has been named Debra Lynn.
There tit no closed seascct In Naylor Burnette, Don and Judy;
rra A GIRL
Kentucky on fishing with rod Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Inman; Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Fossett,
and reel, pole and line, or trot- and Mrs. Elmer Meson and Patline. Nor is there any legal alas tie, all of Fulton; and Mrs. Daisie 661 Sheridan Drive, Lexington, KY.
on the birth of a seven pound,
limit on gams fish.
Bondurant and Clarice, Cayce.
seven ounce daughter, born at
11:45 a. m., Monday, September 7,
1959.
Mrs. Fossett is the former Nancy
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ISSOAV NIGHT 4
Homer Wilson of this city.
TV 9 P.M. S. cc T.'

one

IT'S- A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Chapell,
Route 2, Dresden, are the proud
parents of a seven pound, 13 ounce
son, Stephen Duane, born at 11:48
p. m. September 5, 1959 at the
Jones Hosptal.
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UNITED STATES BREWERS FOUNDATION

IT'S A GIRL!
Lt. and Mrs. R. L. Oldham,
Travis Air Force Base, California
are the proud parents of a seven
pound, three ounce (laughter,
Leigh Ann, born September 4,
1951.
Mrs. Oldham is the former Mary
Ann Hinkle, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Hinkle of this city.

te77
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ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Workman,
Route 3, Fulton, are the proud parents of•nine pound. II ounce son
born at 1:40 p. m., September 9,
1959 at Jones Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Croft,
Kankakee, Ill., are the proud parents of a seven pound daughter,
Sandra Leight, born at 10:59 p. m.
Thursday, September 10, 1959.

O

Spend Pennies
for Southern States
Top Quality
Small Grain Seed

ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mays, 512
Laurel are the proud parents of a
seven pound, four ounce son born
at 3 a. m. Thursday, September 10,
1959 at the Obion County Hospital
at Union City.

DE
LLARS

Get Back

DOLLARS
in Bigger Harvests
•

•

up to 10%
bigger
yields

64 to 94
—that's all you pay out of each dollar of
total annual production cost required to
produce a small grain crop.

—that's what you get, say conservative
agronomists, when you plant Top Quality
Seed

Can your budget afford these

expensive
antiques?
is a watch that was new years ago
when engineers worked a full day
for a day's pay. Today an engineer
may complete his run and receive
a full day's pay while his watch
ticks off three hours.
i
ssw is a shovel guaranteed to raise no
calluses. For railroad firemen today ride diesel locomotives with
no coal to shovel, no boilers to
tend.

$a,
Order Southern States
Top Quality Small Grain Seed
•TREATED 3 WAYS

for disease and insect

protection
,

;
IN

•TRUE TO VARIETY -no losses due to
variety mixing

•LOW IN WEED CONTENT, thanks
to thorough cleaning

We ask if you can afford the luxury of such antiques because you're paying for them every time you shop. The
watch and shovel symbolize two of many oki-fashioned,
outmoded "working rules" that needlessly boost the cost
of transportation and the price of almost everything
you buy.
In fact these rules hurt almost everybody. They even
hurt railroad employment. For the higher transport costs
they create, plus the results ofover-regulation and government discrimination, have lost the railroads a vast volume
of traffic and sharply curtailed the number of railroad jobs.
This advertisement points no finger at our Illinois
Central family of railroaders. No workers, anywhere,
are more able, loyal and keen about their jobs. It is our
sincere conviction that they, as well as you and all MidAmerica, will benefit by bringing these outmoded working rules up-to-date.
WAYNZ A. JOHNSTON
Pram/nit

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD I
Ardit-h:ceeic/Mie-AN441

•HIGH IN GERMINATION-nuget
better stands

• Grown

from ADAPTED VARIETIES

that produce big yields

BEWARE
of ordinary seed. home-grown. seed, neighbor-grown
seed that fails to meet these standards of Top Quality
Seed.
gellimeli
imul k

NOW...

See Your
Southern States Cooperative
Service Agency

SOUTHERN
STATES

Give YOUR home a
LIFT FOR LIFE with a
YORK HEAT PUMP

ALL KINDS OF IOEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
One compact unit heats and cools
automatically, using only outside
air and electricity. Heats without
When it's
fumes or smoke; needs no
fire,
Fulton
Real Estate in
floor space. 40 other great advantages!
-NW —

CHARLES W.BURROW SPECIALIZED SERVICE
Phone 61
309 Walnut
111 E. State Line

Phone 559

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

LOST: Pair of men's glasses
CARD OF THANKS
with clip-on .un glasses attached, in fr&-I- 711— Gardner's
Our heartfelt thanks to all who
Studio Saturday afternoon. If
extended comforting sympathy and
found, phone 580. Reward.
help in our sorrow. For the beautiTHINGS NEW: New redi-wear ful service, floral offerings, food
ties solve the "notty" pro- and other kindnesses. We are
blem—the really-new ready- deeply grateful. May God bless
tied neckwear at $1 each. New each of you is our prayer.
washable television and house
The family of Bill Freeman
slippers solve the sanitary
problem. New Flex -0- Lite
shoes and boots, made under
new process 82, solve the
comfort problem. New things
at The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky.

I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oporTHE BEST Deal un Office
tunity to show you our beauti- FOR
buy Shaw-Walker.
Furniture
Tom
ful line of memorials.
—The very best selection of real
0. Butts at The
James
See
Hales, Fulton; phone 1.24.
estate for sale at all times
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
HELP WANTED - A maid to work NOW is the Alme to get your
Phone 674. We trade for your
at the Park Terrace Motel. Call
Typewriter and Adding Macold equipment
214.
See
Cleo
hine Overhauled.
Peeples, Service Manager of FOR RENT: Floor sanding maMAYTAG WASHERS, standard
The Harvey Caldvoll Comchine and electric floor polishand automatic models, $139.95
pany, DRIVE-IN Mice Outer and electric vacuum cleanand up. Sales and service.
fitters, Phone 674.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Phone 35, Church Street,

HOMES FOR SALE
214 Central Avenue, two bedrooms, storm doors and windows.
Close to town and South Fulton School. $1500.00 down, payments
of only $44.00 per month, pays your insurance and taxes. Total
price ,6800.00.
411 Williams Street South Fulton. Nice two bedroom home, one
hal/ block from South Fulton School. $1650.90 down and payments of only $52.00 per month, widish includes Insurance and
taxes, pats you in this well located property. Total Prim $76611.041.
On Collingwood, close to South Fulton School, nice small two
bedroom home. $1250.00 down and payment of only $42.00 per
month, which includes Insurance and taxes. Total price $7,000.00.
On Norman Street, in East Fulton, real close to town. This is a
6 room brick dwelling on small lot. Total price $5,000.00.
8 acres and home large enough for lots of kids. Just 3 miles
from City limits, located in Obion County. Total price $6500.00.
All conveniences, including TVA. Good well. _
In Covington Addition, two bedrooms, nice yard, beautiful
shrubby. This is a well kept home, located on paved street, close
to H. I. Siegel new plant. Has F. H. A. Loan that can be assumed
with no loan expense $2500.00 down and payments of only $53.45
per month, which includes Insurance and Taxes. Total price
$9,250.00.

WICK SMITH AGENCY
INSURANCE FOR LESS
160 Home

REAL ESTATE
62 Office

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 59404

Union City

of The Year!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

EITHER THE PARSON SPOKE
or his pistols did!
From the well-loved
and widely-read
series of stories
that appeared in the
Saturday Evening
Post!

The
Camp

IF YOU NEED a good used car,
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
or Dan today.
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CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL

Fall Weather is here — and so are our

buy it at

EXCHANGE

First-Quality Suits For Men

Furniture Company

We sell our suits at a very close margin, and we

Church Street

Fulton

guarantee our customers to be satisfied!
MeGREGOR SPORTSWEAR — KNOX HATS —
FURNISHINGS — JARMAN SHOES —

SAVE MONET
For Every Occasion
RALusARE groom cares
BYTE& "Teessuallase
Stationery
SC011iS

Floral Skoppe
Indtaa

Phone 264

Buy Auto Insurance ma
Our 3-PAY PLAN
4116 DOWN. 36% in 3 MOS.
WO, in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy Is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
Wick Smith Agency
CALL U — ill

sTYLIC-DIA/LT

SUITS — HOLEFROOF HOSE — HICKOK MUSLIM
AND BELTS — ROBES

[
NI

SOUTH SIDE OF TIM SQUARE
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Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms

ONE Of THE FINE
FAMILY PICTURES
OF THE YEAR I

!AVMS 1

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.

JOEL McCREA
ELLEN DREW

M & W Appliances
NEWEST

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.
Also — That's My Pup & Farmer For A Day!!

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
HERE COME THE PEOPLE
WHO WILL FILL IT
WITH JOY!

Alexander Smith
2-Frame Jacquard Wilton

Statesman Gold Label

BALER TWINE
(knotless)

$7.25 BUNDLE
WE MEASURE IT • CUT IT • PAD IT • INSTALL IT

FARMITO
Baler twine

$6.50 BUNDLE
———
Unico Premium and
Statesman Gold Label

BINDER TWINE
25c Pound

ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE!
ROOM SIZES
1 ROOM & HALL
2 ROOMS & HALL

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative

3 ROOMS
4 ROOMS

Central Ave.

S. Fulton

SO. YDS.

SALE
PRICE

YOU
SAVE

Wonderfully resilient under-foot luxury that's
NEVER been sold at such a low pricel Woken in
th• wonder-wearing Wilton weave by famous
Maar:Indic Smithl Handsome jocqvard leaf pattern
gives new beauty to every room . . . conceals foot.
marks, soil. In lovely now colors shown below It's
a GREAT value' PHONE FOR FREE SHOP•AT.
HOME SERVICE!

Charge to your account — a long time to pay!

$179 $ 40
$276 $ 64
$ 80
$447 $100

Above table applies to average rooms.
Larger or smaller areas priced accordingly.

555 FULTON, KY.

FURNITURE
COMPANY

CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Pad 1.10 NM% Mg

•ir or. met

MOM•11.1111 MIN/ftig1011.11.1.
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Also — News — Feather Bustered (Cartoon)!

GILLUM
Co.
I ThAllsrEn
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TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery
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MEN'S RED WING work shoes
and summer boots $5.95 to
$19.95. Free can of leather preserver with each pair bought at
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
Main.

FREE PARKING!

-Pc 7-4ip

MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Apply in person to Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Fulton, Ky..

Long Terms-

FLOWERS

Family Picture
Friday & Saturday

The Fulton News, Thursday, September 17, 1959

FARM LOANS

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders--Snecial orders

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade--repair and move. Got
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

FULTON, KY,
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